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eternal rest at his house on Staten Island, on 
the 7th December, 1805, in the 78th year of 
her age.
Of the 11 brothers and sisters of Bishop 
Moore, our limits will allow ns only to say, 
that they were all honorably connected in 
marriage, were respectable, and virtuous and 
useful.
Richard Channing Moore, the late Bishop 
of Virginia, was born in the city of New 
York, on the 21st of August, 1762. He re­
ceived a liberal education, and was bred a 
physician; but after practicing medicine for 
several years, in 1787, he resolved to devote 
himself to the Ministry of the Gospel of 
Christ, and was ordained by Bishop Provost 
in New York. The first two years of his 
Ministry were spent at Rye, in the county of 
West Chester, most acceptably to the congre­
gation among whom he labored, and useful for 
the church at whose altar he ministered. 
Thence he was called to a wider field of 
labor by the congregation of St. Andrew’s 
Church at Richmond, on Staten Island.
Here Dr. Moore labored for twenty-one 
years, .with eminent success. His faithfulness 
in all the departments of ministerial duty, his 
zeal in the advancement of true religion, his 
love for his Divine Master, and of his work, 
his unaffected love of all men, his amenity of 
manners and entire freedom from spiritual 
pride and all moroseness in his theological 
views, gave him not only an unbounded popu­
larity among his people, but won for him their 
warm admiration and sincere attachment. The 
fruits of such labors, and of such a Christian 
character, were soon abundantly manifested. 
The bounds of his parish were greatly en­
larged, his congregation soon overfiowed, and 
it became necessary to enlarge his church 
edifice. The number of his communicants 
rapidly increased, and the standard of their 
piety was much elevated. Even after a large 
addition to the sittings in his church, it soon 
became necessary to make still further pro­
vision for the numbers who flocked to his 
Ministry, and a Chapel of Ease was provided 
six miles distant from the Parish Church. 
During his attendance upon the late Geneva 
Convention, in October last, the writer of this 
sketch visited this scene of the early labors of 
his venerated and beloved friend. It was 
grateful to every good feeling of the heart, to 
witness the ardent love and unaffected vener­
ation for their old pastor, which were still 
cherished and remained enshrined in the 
hearts of his former parishioners and their 
children. It was delightful to address, in the 
two beautiful churches of the parish, large 
congregations of zealous worshippers of Al­
mighty God, and to see the son of this vener­
able man, who had, in his earliest manhood, 
and immediately after his admission to Holy 
Orders, succeeded his father in this interesting 
charge, now himself moie than fifty years of 
age, and honored with the title of Doctor of 
Divinity, after a useful and successful ministry 
of thirty-two years, still occupying the post of 
his father’s duties, and walking in the steps of 
that good old man, as a faithful and beloved 
Shepherd of Christ’s flock. The Bishop 
loved, in his social intercourse with his 
friends, to revert to this scene of his former 
ministry—to talk of those zealous members 
of his congregation, who were wont to hold 
up his hands in his arduous duties, and to 
recount the many evidences of his Heavenly 
Father's goodness, then vouchsafed to him. 
The reader will pardon me for introducing 
one or two of the many anecdotes which I 
have heard him relate. It pleased God at one 
lime eminently to bless his labors, by an un­
usual influence of Divine Grace among his 
people. There was a true revival of religion, 
the work of God’s spirit, and not the ephem­
eral effect of those hot-bed contrivances and 
human devices, which have with pernicious 
consequences so often been resorted to for 
doing that work which the Holy Spirit only 
can really effect. Within a few weeks, more 
than sixty persons were added to the list of 
his communicants. During the prevalence of 
this happy state of religious feeling, Dr. 
Moore went to officiate in the chapel where 
he regularly performed divine service in the 
afternoon. After the services and sermon, 
the blessing was pronounced; but, instead of 
the usual bustle of a retiring congregation, 
entire stillness pervaded the assembly, inter­
rupted only by suppressed sobs. A church­
warden arose and said, “Dr. Moore, the peo­
ple are not satisfied with the Bread of Life— 
will you not preach again?” Hastily select­
ing a portion of Scripture during the singing 
of a hymn, he again preached an extempore 
discourse of the usual length and pronounced 
the benediction; but all was quiet, and again 
this people, hungering and thirsting after 
righteousness, asked and received in a third 
sermon heavenly food from their shepherd’s 
hands. The afternoon by this time being far 
spent, and the strength even of this able la­
borer having been exhausted, he was obliged 
to entreat the enchained throng to depart to 
their homes. Such an instance may in vain 
be searched for since apostolic times. On 
another occasion, the Doctor was invited to 
meet a company of highly esteemed friends 
at dinner. Just as he was getting into his 
gig, a messenger arrived from a distant part 
of the island, requesting him to visit a very 
poor communicant, who was dangerously ill. 
Obedient to the call of duty, he relinquished 
his proposed pleasure, but still with some 
reluctance, wishing the call of duty had not 
been made, and almost inclined to delay it 
until the morrow. When arrived at the hum­
ble cottage, he was unusually successful in 
imparting the consolations of Religion, and 
succeeded in quieting the tears and animating 
the hopes of his humble friend. As he knelt 
on the dirt floor, the grace of God warmed
A SKETCH
- OF THE Lire AND CHARACTER OF 
RICHARD CHANNING MOORE, 
late BISHOP of VIRGINIA.
’I'liK first ancestor of Richard Channing 
Moore the late Bishop of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church in Virginia, of whom there 
is any thin* known, was Sir John Moore, 
whose family seat was Frawley, in Berkshire. 
This gentleman was knighted by Charles the 
1st, of England, on the 21st of May, 1027, 
two years after he came to the Throne, and 
lost both his estate and life in the revolution 
which ended in the execution of that unfortu­
nate King. The motto of his coat of arms 
•'Xihil utile quod non honestum.” Of the 
descendants of Sir John Moore, the grand­
father of our lamented Bishop, three of whose 
brothers were distinguished as well as himself. 
One of them was the Rev. Dr. Thomas 
Moore, chaplain to the celebrated scholar and 
Bishop of Rochester, Dr. Atterbury, whose 
sermons he published. lie died Rector of 
Little Britain, in London, leating a highly 
respectable family, among whom were Thom­
as Moore, II. II., rector of North Bray, in 
Kent, and the Rev. llr. Charles Smyth, 
whose sermons were published in England, 
in 1722, and are highly esteemed. Another 
of the brothers of John Moore, was Daniel 
Moore, a getleman of large estate, who was a 
member of Parliament for many years, whose 
daughter married the celebrated Chancellor 
Erskine. Another of the brothers was Wm. 
Moore, of Moore Hall, Pennsylvania, who 
left a highly respectable family. One of his 
daughters was married to the Rev. Dr. Wm. 
Smith, a celebrated preacher of Philadelphia, 
and formerly President of the University of 
Pennsylvania. John Moore, the brother 
with whom our narrative has to do, being the 
grandfather of the Bishop, was an eminent 
merchant of New York, in colonial times, 
lie was alderman of that city, for many years 
a member of the legislature, and, at the time 
of his death, Colonel of one of the New York 
regiments, and a member of the King’s council 
for the province, lie was born in 1686, and 
died in 1749, at (53 years of age. He was 
the first person buried in Trinity churchyard, 
and the title of the family vault was in Bishop 
Moore at his death.
Mr. John Moore married Frances Lambert, 
nnd was blest by her with eighteen children, 
among whom were three pairs of twins. The 
descendants of Mr. Moore married into the 
Bayard, Tredwell and Rogers’s families, 
which are among the most respectable fami­
lies of the North.
Stephen, the 17th child, owned West 
Point, which he sold to the United States, 
and removed to North Carolina. Upon the 
invasion of the Southern States by the British, 
in 1779, he commanded a regiment of North 
Carolina Militia. He was afterward taken 
prisoner at the first battle of Camden. Being 
exchanged, he returned to his beautiful seat, 
Mount 1 irza in North Carolina, where he 
died, leaving in that State a highly respectable 
family. The 7th of the thirteen sons of John 
Moore, was Lambert, the father of Bishop 
Moore. lie was born in 1722, was sent to 
England for education, and was bredascholar 
in Westminster school. At twenty-one years 
of age he returned to his native country, and 
settled in that part of the State of New York 
which was called the neutral ground. Here 
he lost all his property amid the devastation 
and plunder which desolated that part of the 
country. His house, at West Point, where 
he resided during the early part of the Revo­
lutionary War, was plundered by the Hes­
sians, when the British took the posts of the 
Highlands, and his family was turned out of 
doors in a destitute condition. He removed 
thence to the city of New York, where he 
obtained an appointment in the Customs, and 
lived in comfort until the conclusion of the 
war. After this event, he removed to his 
brother John’s, in Norwich, Connecticut, 
where he died of a pulmonary disease, on the 
19th of June, 1784, in the communion of the 
church. In the Spring of 1785, his remains 
were removed to New York, and deposited 
in the family vault, in Trinity Church-yard, 
by his son, the late Bishop of Virginia, who 
then resided in that city.
Elizabeth Channing, the Mother of Bishop
Moore, was descended of a highly respectable 
family. Being left an orphan at two years 
oi age, he was brought up in the family of her 
uncle, John Pintard, Esq., one of the Alder- 
n!ei^ °. , e'v York. She was an accom
p is e ady, having received the best educa­
tion w itch New York afforded, and was 
‘g > esteemed in. the best society of her 
She was polished in her man 
, • 01081 am*able disposition and ex
indam? ,piely’ a,wl Was remarkable for sound
'rothi
, i n' °l0Us uistruction, the prayers, and 
"< ,h's extraordinary
lighted to rover. ’• Rlsl,0P “,oor' °,fle" 
eves and v * Wllb tears gratl,utle in ^ls 
tion and rct^?001 swelling with filial affec' 
and admonition006*, T° hcr CaHy TT °f 
der God, all, lhe Lord’ he ascnbed’ un’ 
this world anVt .haPPiness and usefulness in 
tality in t\ hls hopes of a blessed lmmor- 
c ne*t. She entered upon her
native city, 
ners, of the
his affections and with unwonted fervor he ' abuse of natural science, that the reader may 
poured forth his supplications for the dying I at length begin to think that I see in science 
Christian before the Throne of their common 1 only an enemy of Christian theology. But 
Father and God. As he returned home late1 no one can be more thoroughly opposed to 
in the evening, with his own faith strength-1 such a view than I am,—a view which would 
ened and his Christian graces enlivened, he stand in direct contradiction to the Bible it- 
wept at the thoughts of the reluctance with ; self. The Psalmist says: ‘ O Lord, how 
which he had gone to so delightful a duty, I great are thy works, thy thoughts arc very 
and was humbled under a sense of his ingrati-' deep. A brutish man knowelh not, neither 
tude to that Merciful God, who had by his ! doth a fool understand this! ’ ” The writer 
very kindness rebuked him, That night his then goes on to remark that the abuse of which 
sick friend died full of peace and hope. The j he speaks,—the overturning of the boundary 
Bishop continued to his death to look back to • stone between its province and that of Chris- 
that evening, spent in the dying Christian’s ‘ tian theology; makes it necessary to mark their 
chamber, as perhaps the happiest of his life, J respective departments very accurately. This 
and he learned from the occurence a lesson j has already beeu done by Bacon, who says: 
which he did not forget, never under any eir- “ We must not presume by the contempla-
cumstances to postpone duty to pleasure. In 
1809, Dr. Moore was called by God’s provi­
dence to a still more important sphere of use­
fulness, in St. Stephen’s Church in the city 
of New York. Here he continued five years. 
His labors were very great, hilt neither lhe 
strength of his fine constitution nor the ardor 
of his zeal failed, and he was again, as on 
Staten Island, richly rewarded for all his toils 
by the abundant bestowment of God’s blessing 
on the work of the ministry. He found a 
small congregation, and only about thirty 
communicants. After a short ministry of 
five years, he left a crowded church and 
between four and five hundred communicants. 
There is, I believe, to this day, in St. Ste­
phen’s church, an honorable monument to the 
zeal and efficiency of his ministry while 
there. When the whole church had become 
crowded, every pew, not only in the body of 
the church, but also in the galleries, being 
occupied, a gentleman called on the Rector, 
and applied for a pew; there is none, was the 
reply. Will you permit me to build one? was 
the answer. Where? said the Doctor. There, 
over the gallery against the wall, said the 
persevering applicant. But how will you 
obtain access to it ? said the Doctor. By cut­
ting a small door in the wall, and building a 
private stairway outside of the church, said 
the zeelous man; and there, I understand, 
high up against the wall, is that pew to this 
day, a lasting memorial of pastoral zeal, fidel­
ity and eloquence, such as few ministers of 
Christ are cheered by.
(Conclusion next week.')
GERMAN RATIONALISM.
From the London Monthly Review, Sept. 1841. 
Review of Dr. Bretschncider's “Letters to 
a Statesman.” Berlin. 
[CONCLUDED.J
In another passage he says: “ It is vain to 
attempt to convert the wicked by pointing to 
the works of God, to the course of the moon, 
of the planet3, &c. The creation preaches 
the Creator to those only who already have a 
lively faith in their hearts.” Compare with 
this the accordant sentiment of the first chap­
ter of the Epistle to the Romans; how, accor­
ding to Paul, the foolish, darkened heart of the 
heathen turned from the worship of God to 
the worship of the creature, and how the most 
shameful vices went hand in hand with this 
idolatry. How is it possible that so many di­
vines, in the very face of historical facts, 
should undertake to preach God and virtue 
to men, without any reference to Christ!
Among those who thus dream is Dr. Bretsch- 
neider, when he speaks of Astronomy as fol­
lows: “ This sublime science, which enlar­
ges our conceptions of immortality by views 
so inspiring, and which, by opening a view 
of innumerable worlds, offers the surest 
pledges of our spiritual life beyond the grave.” 
Pledges! what if we had no other pledges of 
immortality! “ In view of the stars, could I, 
poor man, bound to the earth, and struck with 
horror at mouldering corpses, build hopes or 
rather claims for immortality? This would 
be enthusiasm indeed!”
Instead of this astronomical phantasy about 
immortality, which resembles some sentimen­
tal sermons for which Germany is noted, let 
the reader refer to the language of that horri­
ble feeling, to which every contemplation of 
nature, so far as it is just, must lead the man 
who turns away from the Redeemer.— 
“There has,” writes Wcrther, “as it were, 
a curtain drawn itself round my soul. And 
the theatre of a boundless life has changed be­
fore me into the abyss of an ever open grave. 
Canst thou say that any thing is, since every 
thing passes away:—since every -thing rolls 
along with the speed of a tempest, and seldom 
outlasts the whole power of its being—hur­
ried along by the stream, whelmed beneath 
the waves, or dashed against the rocks!— 
since there is no moment which does not 
waste thee and thine around thee! » » * My 
heart is undermined by that consuming pow­
er, which lies concealed in universal nature, 
which has formed nothing that docs not de­
stroy what is nearest to it, and itself. Thus 
disquieted, I reel along, the heaven and earth, 
and their moving powers around me: I see 
nothing but a monster, ever devouring, and 
ever again reproducing!”
Thus does death sport with all these heath­
en phantasies of immortality, and shows his 
fearful power, which destroys the tender 
grass of the spring and the new-born infant 
alike, it may be sooner or later, but yet inevit­
ably.
Before the reviewer closes his spirited, and, 
at times, his impressive castigation of Bretsch- 
neider, he takes a rapid view of Natural Sci­
ence in alliance with Theology, and as cer­
tain great spirits have regarded them in con­
nection, the one with the other department, 
but each preserving its own proper limits.— 
He savs: “ I have had so much to do with the
(more admired than used by his successors) 
for a new and truly great philosophy, and was 
one of the first, if not the very first mathema­
tician in Europe;—I say, when we see such 
men, with all their knowledge, not esteeming 
themselves wise, and after thev have penetra­
ted more deeply than others into the mysteries 
of nature, standing around the altar and the 
greater mysteries of God with docility, hold­
ing their hats in their hands, as it becomes 
them to do;—when we see this, we rejoice, 
and begin to feel more kindly towards learn­
ing, which can allow its friends and adhe­
rents to become reallj more knowing, without, 
at the same time, taking away their better 
reason, and making them fools and de- 
spisers of religion. After seeing these men, 
in this attitude, it produces a strange effect to 
see the light troops on the other side, passing 
by the altar, keeping their hats upon their 
heads, and turning up their noses contemptu­
ously at its mysteries.”
It would be well if our Rationalists were to 
take to heart the plain, humble confessions of 
the excellent Boyle, who found out by his 
own experience the manner and the limits of 
natural science! In these confessions of hu­
mility regarding revelation, Bacon, Newton, 
Kepler, Pascal, Haller, and others have a- 
greed, as we have seen.
But the light troops, of whom Claudius 
speaks, understand not, in their blindness and 
pride, those difficult questions of the Lord in 
the book of Job: “ Who is this that darken- 
eth counsel by words without knowledge?— 
Gird up now thy loins like a man; for I will 
demand of thee, and answer thou me. Where 
wast thou when I laid the foundation of the 
earth? Declare, if thou hast understanding. 
Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou 
knowest? or who hath stretched the line up­
on it? W7hen the morning stars sang togeth­
er, and all the sons of God shouted for joy ?— 
Hast thou commanded the morning since thy 
days?’’ &c.
The Berlin Review erconcludes in this fash­
ion. Happy would it be if the Rationalist
tion of nature to attain to the mysteries of 
God.” “ If any man shall think, by view and 
inquiryinto these sensible and material things, 
to attain that light, whereby- he may reveal 
unto himself the nature or will of God, then 
indeed is he spoiled hv vain philosophy. * * * 
And it is true, that it hath proceeded that di­
vers great, learned men have been heretical, 
whilst they7 have sought to fly up to the se­
crets of the Deity, by the waxen wings of the 
senses.”—“ Let men endeavor an endless pro­
gress or proficience both in divinity and phi­
losophy, * * * only let them beware, that 
they do not unwisely mingle or confound 
these learnings together.” In the introduc­
tion to his “ Novum Organum,” Bacon offers 
the following prayer: “ This also we humbly 
and earnestly beg, that human things may not 
prejudice such as are divine; neither that, 
from the unlocking of the gates of sense, and 
the kindling of a greater natural light, any 
thing of incredulity or intellectual night may 
arise in our minds toward divine mysteries.— 
But rather that, by our mind thoroughly 
cleansed and purged from fancy and vanities, 
and yet subject and perfectly given up to the 
divine oracles, there may be given unto faith 
the things that are faith’s.”
Beautifully and affectingly7 is the relation 
between natural science and the Christian 
revelation brought to our view in a prayer with 
which the great Kepler concludes one of his 
astronomical works: “ It remains only,” he 
says, “ that I should now lift up to heaven my 
eyes and hands from the table of my pursuits, 
and humbly and devoutly supplicate the Fath­
er of lights. O Thou, wholly the light of 
Nature dost enkindle in us a desire after the 
light of grace, that by this Thou mayest 
translate us into the light of glory,—I give 
iiicc o T.r>r.i nr.fl Creator, that ihon
hast gladdened me by the creation, when I 
was enraptured by the work of thy hands.— 
Behold! I have here completed a work of my 
calling, with as much intellectual strength as 
Thou hast granted me. I have declared the 
praise of thy works to the men who will 
read the evidence of it, so far as my finite 
spirit could comprehend them, in their infini­
ty. My mind endeavored its utmost to reach 
the truth by philosophy; hut if any thing un­
worthy of Thee has liecn taught by me—a 
worm born and nourished in sin—do Thou 
teach me that I may correct it. Have I been 
seduced into presumption by the admirable 
beauty of thy works, or have 1 sought my 
own glory among men, in the construction of 
a work designed for thine honor? O then gra­
ciously and mercifully forgive me; and finally 
grant me this favor, that this may never be 
injurious, but may Conduce to thy glory, and 
| the good of souls.”
Who now can imagine that this was a sort 
of bigotry and forced humility, in these great 
and commanding spirits, or a blind submis­
sion to the sacred oracles? It is truly a genu­
ine humility, which belongs to every thorough 
and honest student of nature,” and which his 
knowledge, so far from destroying, rather in­
creases. The famous English philosopher, 
Robert Boyle, expresses himself somewhere 
to the following effect: “ What inclines the 
experimental philosopher to embrace Chris­
tianity is this, that being constantly employed 
in endeavoring to give clear and satisfactory 
explanations of natural phenomena, and find­
ing how impossible it is to do so, this con­
stant experience produces in his mind a great 
and unfeigned modesty. In the exercise of 
this virtue, he is not only inclined to desire 
and receive more particular information re­
specting things which appear to him dark and 
conceded, but he is also disinclined to make 
his simple and abstract reason the authentic 
standard of truth. And although the pretend­
ed philosopher imagines that he understands 
every thing, and that nothing can be true 
which does not agree with his philosophy; yet 
the intelligent and experienced student of na­
ture, who knows how many difficulties, even 
in material things, remain unsolved, by all 
the boasted explanations that have been given 
of them, will never ffatter himself with the' 
idea that his knowledge of supernatural things 
is complete. And this state of mind is per­
fectly proper for the student of revealed 
religion. Familiar converse with the works 
of God enables the experienced observer 
to see that many things are possible and 
true which he believed to be false and impos­
sible, so long as he relied simply on his im­
perfectly instructed reason.”
“ I will not deny,” says Claudius, “ that 
I have great joy in this Robert Boyle, this 
Francis Bacon, this Isaac Newton; not so 
much on account of religion, which, of course, 
can neither gain nor lose by learned men, be 
they great or small. But it gives me joy 
when such a diligent and indefatigable philo­
sopher as Bacon, who had grown old in the 
study of nature, and who knew by his own 
observation more respecting it than almost 
any other person;—when such a bird of Ju­
piter, with keen and piercing eye, as Newton 
was, who drew the plan and laid the ground
theologians would humble themselves, and 
confess with Job: “ I have uttered that which 
I understood not,—things too wonderful for 
me, which I knew not.”
It will by this time be seen by our readers, 
from the exposure thus sprightlily conducted, 
that dexterity and want of honesty, rather than 
argument, characterize the method and the 
conclusions of the Rationalists. They as­
sume and deny by turns. A fact in nature, on 
lhe one hand, is made use of for the sake of 
founding a sweeping hypothesis; but if, on 
the other hand, it points significantly towards 
sustaining the doctrines of Scripture, it is 
either passed over altogether, or shorn of its 
meaning. Demonstration is uniformly dis­
covered throughout the system of these reas- 
oners, while mere exceptions are allowed to 
the believers in Revelation. In short, hypoth­
eses of a shifting and sliding character is their 
way; theirs is a system of hypotheses alto­
gether; and the result is an unsubstantial, 
chilling and lifeless creed. The Books of 
Moses are regarded by them only as a very 
old legend,—a my thus; or are studied as any 
other ancient manuscript scroll would be, as 
a curiosity, or at best for the Hebrew7 they 
contain, and the lights they shed on the man­
ners of an Eastern primitive people. And
the sanctity of ecclesiastical tradition,—a- 
mongst ourselves, where, whatever be the di­
versity of creeds, it cannot be said that there 
is any w’ant of heat in them, or of fevor in 
maintaining the several voices in the Baby­
lonish uproar? W'hy, disputations and all the 
vagaries of adventurous thought which the 
unbridled license given to private opinion en­
gendered; the Scriptures being declared by the 
Reformers capable of private interpretation.— 
Along with this gladly received indulgence 
there naturally arose a cry for toleration, 
which however fit and needful in theory, was 
found too often in reality to beget mere indif-' 
ferentism; just as liberality became licentious­
ness.
It has been observed that German Ration­
alism is nothing more than English Infidelity 
and Socinianism, with some distinctive co­
lors. Would it not he remarkable as well as 
a most desirable sequence,—if a religious and 
ecclesiastical reform should ere long take place 
in this country,—did the Continental Protest­
ants become affected by the example, and a 
return should not only be made by the men of 
mind and learning among them to an obe­
dience such as distinguished the wisdom of 
the past, and before accidental errors gathei- 
ed round these sacred institutions, but when 
unity of spirit and uniformity of worship 
should Characterize the nations? There is 
certainly at this moment to be traced in Eng­
land a moral and religious movement of no 
mean strength. What its issues may be we 
cannot tell; but there is reason to hope that it 
will not be lifelessness. Perhaps it may be 
constructiveness or conservation of all that is 
most to be valued in the church. It is under­
stood that the German orthodox divines bend 
an anxious eye towards England. But for 
England the compact band of them to whom 
allusion was before made might have despair­
ed; at any7 rate they rvould have found their 
hands comparatively weak, and the hopes of a 
revival thrown far into the future. To friend­
ly combination^ to a reciprocity of efforts, 
and to a generous rivalship in all that enno­
bles man, whether the spoils of sober science 
or the higher yet kindred lights of revealed 
truth, we must look for the regeneration of 
Europe and the health and efficacy of the 
church at home and abroad, its unity and itsr 
beauteous harmony.
MR. NEWMAN—No. 90.
No one will suspeet the Edinburg Review 
either ol much punctiliousness as to doctrinal 
sentiments, or of any leaning to the side of 
what is usually denominated evangelical truth.
In the very article to which 1 refer, the writer 
expresses himself as having no wish to discuss 
whose religion is better; that of the Protest­
ant or the Catholic,” and what are his views 
of the doctrines of the Church of England we 
may readily gather from his considering it as 
a matter of regret, as an evil very much to be 
deplored, that the Articles are not brought 
more in the unison with the times, more in 
harmony with the progress of thought and 
knowledge,” and from its being move than 
implied that to force subscription to such 
Articles is “a cruel position to place the 
clergy.” But what is the opinion of the 
reviewer as to the conduct of Mr. Newman 
and his adherents? Just such, I apprehend, 
as would be the opinion of any intelligent 
man of honor under similar circumstances, in 
a case where religion might be entirely out of 
the question. “If his (Mr. Newman’s,) object 
has been to show Low an ingenious and subtle 
advocate may put any meaning he pleases oif 
words, if he has wished to display how clearly 
he could play the part of a pleader who cares 
not what quibbles he utters, what perversions 
of language he offers to a jury, so that he but 
gets his client off, then he must be owned ter 
have been successful, but is tins mode of pro­
ceeding to be the standard of truth in the gravest 
matters of life? Is there an English gentle­
man, who would not think it a grievous ca­
lamity to have it said of him, that he kept his 
promises by such a rule? Are all the most 
solemn obligations of life to be entered into7 
with the understanding that any observance" 
of them, which the subtlety and dexterity of 
a special pleader cad adjust to the letter? 
should be deemed an honorable and satisfac-7 
tory fulfilment? Words have no longer any 
fixed meaning; good faith and truth are just 
as any man may fashion them, if the ‘priestly 
glossing of this tract, No. 90, docs not meet 
with indignant reprobation,” “Mr, Netv- 
inan’s offence lies in the attempt, to pass his 
interpretation on scrupulous consciences as 
the genuine sense of the articles. This it is 
which shocks us, as being destructive of pub­
lic morality, and one of the WGrst forms of 
falsehood ” “This it is which makes this 
tract so offensive, so destructive of public 
truth and morality; it teaches men to be 
reckless of what assertions they make—to 
pledge themselves with indifference to any 
opinions, however opposed they may be to 
what they really believe, provided only verbal 
sophistry and special pleading may 6nabl* 
them to retain hold of tholetter. Nay, what 
is infinitely worse, this tract would teach 
them to be persuaded that in so doing they 
are acting the part cf honest men—that 
they are pious and holy worshippers of the 
God of truth.”—Edinburg Review for March, 
1841.
To all this Mr. Newman and his party are
when they7 come to the New Testament, most 
ofthem. by mystical interpretation, sly insin­
uation, nnd pooilv concealed contempt of all 
that is miraculous, show their disbelief in the 
testimony of the Evangelists, and their denial 
of our Lord's Divine nature. To he sure, it 
frequently requires the utmost patience to dis­
cover what is intended in their writings, so 
involved and obscure is their meaning, even 
when any thing can he supposed to be dis­
tinctly conceived bv themselves. Strauss, in 
his “ Life of Jesus,” however, cannot be ac­
cused with justice in this way; for he speaks 
out, his purpose is intelligible, Ins inferences 
unconcealed. He shows and tells how he 
would cut and carve the Books of Matthew, 
Mark, Luke, and John,—what ought to be 
their form, and the import of remarkable pas­
sages in them; and that after all there is noth­
ing so extraordinary in the whole history as 
to evade or exceed the explanation which the 
human mind can readily bring to the task.— 
Nothing better than utter skepticism therefore 
is the consequence; or, what we have been 
accustomed to call in England by the terms, 
Infidelity or Deism.
Indeed, although the rationalism of Ger­
many presents some original features and na­
tional characteristics, it has its foundation and 
its origin in that common dislike to spiritual 
truth which is natural to the pride of man, and 
epecially to the disciples of a philosophy that 
pretends to fathom and grasp all truth. We 
have near the beginning of our paper noticed 
the opinion which many entertain, and which 
is gaining ground at a rapid rate in this coun­
try, viz., that the boastings and perversities of 
philosophy have been countenanced by cer­
tain Protestant dogmas; mat, in short, the war 
of metaphysics and of religious sectarianism 
is hut Protestantism run to seed; or, as others 
have thought, the principles of the Reforma­
tion misunderstood. “ The Bible, the whole 
Bible, and nothing but the Bible,” which is 
the Shibboleth of Protestants, it is said, are 
utterances or proclamations that are too un­
guarded; allowing every man to become his 
own legislator, and opening the gates to ig­
norance, presumption, and monstrous errors. 
In Germany, at least, another and ulterior re­
sult has been the annihilation oi religious re­
ality7 to a woful extent.
And what has been the issue amongst our­
selves, even although the Anglican Church ac­
knowledges the necessity for the interpreta­
tions of its accredited servants, and inculcates
obviously driven. Was there ever a more 
melancholy spectacle exhibited to the church 
and the world.—London Record.
All the excellences of the creature flow from God 
the fountain and spring of them. It was He lliat 
gave the horse his strength, and the lily its beautvj 
every creature is in itself, as well as to us, what 
He makes it to be.
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law. as it is called, or of the laws of honor, 
(as the duellist terms the usage which requires 
him to murder his friend in certain cases,) for 
the laws of the land, or the commandments 
of God, is a retrograde movement in civiliza­
tion, and every instance of it increases tjje 
toils and labors necessary for the accomplish­
ment ofour object; and requires a greater strug­
gle, to save ourselves from being carried back­
wards, and lost upon the rocks and shoals of 
barbarism. The diffusion of intelligence and 
a constant increase in knowledge is the only 
mode by which a people enjoying as much 
freedom as those of the United States can be 
brought, or kept, under the dominion of laws.
1 he part which this society mav be able 
to perform in promoting this great and good 
end is, comparatively humble, but if it be gen­
erally and heartily supported and its example 
lollowed, according to the plan proposed in 
its inception, in all the other parts ofour state 
where the people can conveniently assemble at 
regular periods, it may be the nucleus of a 
powerful and efficient force organized to com­
bat against ignorance and vice, and to guard 
our liberties and institutions from the fate of 
The free nations of former times and other re­
gions.
In the effort to increase “the diffusion of use­
ful knowledge’ by exciting a desire in the mind 
of each individual to augment his attainments, 
by endeavoring to bring into exercise the best 
facultieu of the soul—this society in continua­
tion of its operations has established this second 
course ol lectures, in which some of the most 
important branches of science will be com­
mended to your attention, and, as is hoped, 
in such a manner as to awaken thoughts and 
desires in your minds that may lead to new and 
persevering efforts for the increase of knowl­
edge—eflorts to be directed according to your 
various tastes, disposition and situations. For 
it is designed by them to revive your attention 
to such departments of science as may in the 
proceedings of your different sections, or oth­
erwise, be carried forward and cultivated to 
such an extent as may be advantageous and 
agreeable—to each individual according to his 
taste and talents—each one giving to, as well 
as taking from, (he general stock of knowl­
edge.*
Among the earliest lessons of instruction which 
we derive from books, are those drawn from the his 
tory of our race. Of the utility of this study there 
is no difference of opinion. To the lessons of histo­
ry, all agree in the importance of directing a large 
portion of attention, and those which are afforded 
by that of our own country, are the first in impor­
tance. For although it embraces but a short period 
of time, yet during that period—during the time that 
has elapsed since our forefathers first raised their 
hymns of thanksgiving to God for having brought 
(.hem io a country wnere tuey mignt worship nun 
in peace and freedom, events have occurred more 
pregnant with instruction to us than can be found 
in periods of ten-fold greater duration in countries 
where the flame of freedom has never been kindled, 
nor the energies of man awakened, to assert his 
rights of conscience and demand the privilege of 
self-government. The early portion of the history 
of our nation is not disfigured with childish fables, 
nor is it uncertain from the insignificance, ignor­
ance or obscurity of its founders. The events re­
corded in our annals, have, from tho commence­
ment, been full of instruction to the philosophic en­
quirer. They exhibit the tendency of that ardent 
desire for civil and religious liberty which leads men 
to sacrifice every worldly enjoyment to that one 
paramount object. They exhibit its influence in 
elevating with a rapidity of which the world has never 
furnished another example, a few poor, weak, and 
feeble colonies, possessing no sources of wealth ex­
cept the naked earth, the stormy seas, and their 
own patient industry and indomitable enterpiise, to a 
power, wealth and dignity which authorizes them to 
assume the highest rank in the community of na­
tions.t
During the period termed the Middle Ages those 
causes were in operation which, from the disjoint­
ed fragments of the Roman Empire, raised up the 
present nations of Europe, and formed those insti­
tutions now in- existence,—and which have conse­
quently had an important influence in the establish­
ment of those laws and customs which at present 
prevail in our own country. The causes, therefore, 
and the manner in which those events have been 
brought about, and the inodes in which they con­
tributed to modify the forms of government, the 
manners and customs, and the institutions, of the 
nations of Europe, is a subject of most interesting 
investigation to the student of the philosophy of 
history, and will be found to be important aids to the 
understanding of “ the history of modern Europe, 
and the origin of modern institutions.”
A knowledge of all the qualifies of the different 
beings in nature is necessary to the proper exercise 
of that power over them which is bestowed upon 
man. But in our country the natural sciences have 
hitherto been held in rank and estimation very dif-
* The following is the course of Lectures herein 
referred to:
1. Monday, Nov. 1, Introductory.
Three Lectures on History.
2. Nov. 9—1 American History.
3. Nov. 15—II. History of the Middle Ages.
4. Nov. 22—HI. History of Mod. Europe and the I 
origin of Mod. Institutions.
Three Lectures on Natural Science.
ORIGINAL MATTER.
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE 
To the Second Course established by the 
Cin. Society for the Diffusion of Useful 
Knowledge. By John P. Foote, Esq. 
[(continued. J
That knowledge of ourselves, our nature and 
our duties, as well as of the nature and laws of 
the existences which surround us, which is ne­
cessary to our improvement and advance in 
civilization, it is one of our most sacred du­
ties to acquire and to communicate. We can 
display our benevolence to our fellow crea­
tures more efficiently in providing for the cul­
tivation of their minds—adopting such mea­
sures as will tend to diffuse true knowledge 
and lead to the acquisition of correct tastes 
than in providing for the physical wants of 
the poor. 'Phis last is, indeed, a duty which 
cannot be neglected without criminality; but in 
our happy country, the occasions which call 
upon our charity to make provision for the 
bodily necessities of our fellow creatures are, 
comparatively, few; and if we make that pro­
vision for their mental wants which duty re. 
quires of us, they will be still fewer; for pov­
erty and ignorance are always found to be al­
lies which increase each other’s power; and 
by exterminating the latter, we shall, conse­
quently, reduce the other’s strength so much 
that it will no longer be formidable. Poverty, 
—by which I mean that state of destitution 
in which there is a deficiency of the absolute 
necessaries of life—is generally the effect of 
ciimc: not, indeed, in most instances, of the 
crimes of the unfortunate sufferer, but of others. 
The wives and children of the vicious, are 
the greatest sufferers from the sins of those 
who control their welfare, and they are, of all 
others, the most worthy objects of our compas­
sion: and in no way can we benefit them per­
manently and effectually, but by making more 
universal a knowledge of those truths—and by 
diffusing throughout society those tastes— 
which will lead men to prefer higher enjoy­
ments than those of the senses, and to show 
how such enjoyments may be obtained— 
those truths which will enable men to under­
stand that indolence is the most painful state 
of the body, and vice a certain harbinger of 
pain and remorse.
It is, thus, not merely a civil and political, 
but a moral and religious, duty to disseminate 
knowledge. It constitutes a portion of our 
duties both to God and to our neighbor.. And 
as the early period of the history of any peo­
ple (the youth of a nation being in this re­
spect like that of an individual) is the time in 
which correct principles and the foundations 
of true knowledge may most easily be estab­
lished, this duty is most imperative upon us 
now,—now when multitudes are assembling 
from all parts of Christendom, and forming 
social relations under new auspices, in this 
great western region, where they possess 
such opportunities of adopting all those im­
provements ofcivil society which true knowl­
edge will unfold to them, as the world has 
never before offered to any considerable por­
tion of its inhabitants. This duty is, there­
fore, one which cannot be postponed to a more 
convenient season; we cannot neglect immedi­
ate attention to it, and be blameless.
The doctrine is so well established, and has 
so often been repeated, that it is now not 
doubted, that a country enjoying an extraor­
dinary degree of civil and religious liberty is 
required to be proportionately enlightened, 
and that the greater the degree of freedom 
without corresponding intelligence amongstall 
the people, the sooner and easier their liber­
ties will be destroyed. Every one admits 
that a virtuous people only can maintain their 
freedom. And to be virtuous they must first 
be enlightened. An ignorant people may, 
indeed, be comparatively virtuous from the 
absence of temptation—(some of the northern 
nations of Europe are said to be so)— but the 
virtue required of a free people is such as can 
withstand temptation. It is the power of do­
ing this which marks the capacity of man for 
improvement, and the exercise of this power 
is improvement. It not only improves the J 
moral, but it strengthens the intellectual fac­
ulties. The exercise of this principle in a 
voluntary obedience to laws—an obedience 
founded on a knowledge of their reasonable­
ness and propriety—in any community is a 
testimony of the progress of civilization and 
the increase of refinement.* * * §But it is impos­
sible that a people ignorant of the principles 
of laws, and of the reasons why every one 
should be governed by them, can be in a pro­
gressive state of civilization.
But those laws which arc written on the 
heart and in our revelations from God, are not 
precisely similar to those in the statute book, 
and itfis important that while due obedience 
is rendered to each, the difference between 
them should be properly understood and ap­
preciated, because the perfection ofhuman so­
ciety will be attained when the former shall 
entirely supercede the latter. To this period, 
as a goal, we should be constantly’- striving to 
speed the progress of society. We have flat­
tered ourselves that our country was approach­
ing this goal with sure and steady steps how- 
ev'.’i' sio\v. But every substitution of Lynch
A,.t it is the fulfilment of that design for which 
we were created with the power of disobedience to Jaw.
5. Nov. 29—I. Geology.
6. Dec. 6—II. Zoolog}.
7. Dec. — III. Botany.
Three Lectures on the History of the Arts and, Sciences.
8. Dec. 20—I. Progress of Science and discove­
ries of the arts of life.
9. Dec. 27—II. Origin and progress of the Fine 
Arts.
10. Jan. 8—III. Progress of Society as influenced 
by Religion, Arts and Government.
Three Lectures on Mathematics and Natural Philosophy.
11. Jan. 10—I. Mathematics in relation to the 
practical Arts.
12. Jan. 17—If. Natural Philosophy.
13. Jan. 24—III. Astronomy.
Three Lectures on Political Science.
14 Jan. 31—I. Outlines of Political Economy.
15. Feb. 7—II. The uses of Political Science to 
Statesmen, and the necessity of it as a branch of 
Education.
16. Feb. 14—III. The influence of Free Govern­
ments on character, and the course that will allow 
the greatest degree of individual freedom.
t We are entitled to the highest rank among na­
tions because we possess the greatest degree of free­
dom. This is a test not merely for man in relation 
to other creatures, but to the relations which individ­
uals, communities, and every thing else hear to each 
other.
ferent from, being far lower than, that assigned 
them in Europe. There, the progress of these sci­
ences, during the present century, has been so great 
that some philosophers find it necessary to warn 
their disciples against the danger of allowing them 
to supercede all the other sciences, and being led. 
through devotion to them, into the error of giving to 
matter too high an estimate in comparison with 
mind, and thus increasing that tendency towards 
materialism which has been so prevalent in Europe 
during the present and past centuries.*
In our country’ generally, and in the West espe- 
, cially, the study of Natural History has not received 
1 that attention to which it is entitled, from a people 
to whom it presents so many various objects of in­
terest, both in relation to pecuniary benefits and 
philosophical investigation. On the contrary, some 
of its branches have been considered loo puerile and 
trifling to attract the attention of men of sound un­
derstanding, and as fit only for the amusement of 
the idle and light minded. They have been subjected 
to the ridicule of the thoughtless and incon^derate; 
and experienced neglect where they would best repay 
cultivation. But let us not suffer the search for 
truth through a more intimate knowledge of any of 
the works of God, to become a subject of ridicule: 
for a correct understanding of the laws and opera­
tions of nature, and of the manner in which the 
wisdom of our Creator is displayed, even when ex­
hibited in the smallest of his works—in the most 
contemptible, no less than in the most fearful, of 
created beings— will prove more instructive, and 
more healthful to the mind than most of the things 
fur which such studies are neglected. They will he 
found to be more productive of happiness, than at­
tention to conventional subjects of transient inter­
est—to tho fashions and follies of society, which 
occupy so large a share of the attention of man­
kind.
The department, of “Geology,” which for a long 
time after it was brought forward to claim its rank 
as a science, was repelled, as being a study serving 
merely to furnish a field for curious and profitless 
speculation, from which no useful truths could be 
deduced, is now considered the highest in rank 
among the natural sciences. For the cultivation of 
this science our country affords a most extensive and 
instructive field: and a desire to improve our oppor­
tunities begins to be developed.
The department of “Zoology,” as well as that of 
Mineralogy, has always received more attention 
among us than other branches of natural history. 
But this has been rather commercially than scien­
tifically. In either mode, however, we are much 
further behind our European contemporaries than is 
to our credit, or for our profit. The economical 
advantages of science in these departments are not 
sufficiently appreciated: and in Mineralogy, a small 
amount of science would, in innumerable instances, 
save a large amount of labor and expense.
A knowledge of the “History of the Arts and Sci­
ences’! is a most important auxiliary in the investiga­
tion of philosophical principles, and the discovery of 
those truths which directly influence the improvement 
and happiness of mankind. “The progress of science 
and the discoveries of the arts of life,” presents us 
mest curious and interesting objects of research, 
which cannot fail amply to reward the enquirer, and 
to furnish the means of correct judgment in relation 
to tho progress we are now making, as compared 
with that of former times. “The origin and progress 
of the Fine Arts” through the means of which are ac­
quired a correct taste and that due appreciation of 
harmony and proportion which are so necessary to 
our advance in refinement, is no less worthy of at­
tention and investipatinr, n,,,t will --r-z
the labors of the enquirer.!
“The progress ofscienccas influenced by Religion 
Arts and Government,” is a subject of most momen­
tous interest to those who desire to promote the ad­
vance of mankind in improvement and happiness: and 
we consider the philanthropists of our own country 
as entitled to pre-eminence among those who extend 
their views beyond their own generation, and beyond 
the boundaries of their own land; who are content 
to have the results of their charities exhibited to 
them only through the medium of faith and hope; 
anil to live less for themselves, arid more for pos­
terity, and for those whom they never expect to see, 
than any except the highest class of Christian phi­
lanthropists.
The comparative neglect of the science of “Bot­
any” in our systems and seminaries of education, is 
remarkable, and may be cited as an instance of the 
slow progress of improvement in that department, 
compared with its rapid advance in other matters, 
which has frequently been remarked as an incon­
sistency, both in England and our own country. It 
is, however, very pleasing to observe, that a taste 
for the cultivation of ornamental shrubs and (lowers 
has been increasing, generally, in our country; and 
our city owes to this pure and elegant taste, one of 
its greatest attractions. There is no cottage, how­
ever humble, that, through it, may not contribute to 
that beautiful and cheerful appearance of our habi­
tations which is more pleasing than any display 
of expensive ornament, or even of correct and 
tasteful architecture.H This taste ought to be 
cultivated, and all the advantages which it can 
derive from science, should be afforded to our chil­
dren, and especially to our daughters. To “consider 
the lilies of the field, how they grow,” is one of our 
earliest and purest sources of enjoyment; it is a 
source of happiness of which children ought to have 
every opportunity of availing themselves—one of 
which they cannot be deprived without alossof one 
of the means of producing a full development of 
their characters, and of improving their tempers and 
strengthening their affections. The study of those 
objects which are most frequently presented to our 
notice—which meet our view wherever we look 
forth upon the face of nature—of those things from 
which the greatest portion of onr nourishment is 
deiived, and which afford us constant sources of 
enjoyment, one would imagine must be considered a
* The study of natural history appears to have the' 
effect on some minds of increasing their tendency to 
materialism, but such persons are generally weak 
and conceited. Men of strong mind are always led 
by the study of nature, to conclusions very different 
irom those of the materialists.
t I'he investigation we think will he a very im­
portant enquiry concerning human freedom, for it 
will be found that discoveries and improvements are 
never made in periods when liberty’ is leaving a 
country. The requisitions of luxury at such periods 
would stimulate many inventions, if a slavish people 
were capable of invention. A poet must always be 
a freeman, for even the inventions of poetry are 
incompatible with servility. The Russians and 
Chinese can imitate with exquisite skill, but they 
cannot invent.
t And now, especially, when by the aid of 
science, the sun himself has become one of our 
artists, the fine arts cannot but be considered as 
wort hy of the highest consideration. 4 his last cir­
cumstance is a proof of our superiority in knowledge 
and sagacity to the ancients, even in that depart­
ment in which we were not willing to yield them the 
palm, for they made Apollo a musician, par excel­
lence, whereas we moderns have discovered that the 
bent of his genius is to painting, and although in gen­
eral merit he is far interior to our mundane artists, 
yet, by a course of scientific instruction lie may 
become very useful to them as an auxiliary.
|| Whenever I pass a dwelling with a space in 
front devoted to tliecultn ation of ornamental shrubs,
1 feel as if a personal favor had been bestowed upon 
me by the proprietor—if it be kept neat and in good 
' order.
The cares of the benevolent and charitable have • 
ever been directed to the discovery of the means by 
which the inequality of the distribution of the pro­
ducts of the earth and of the labor of man, might be 
remedied as far as possible, and the amount of phy­
sical suffering diminished to*the smallest sum that is 
compatible with human frailty. One-of the schemes 
' devised lor this purpose by modern philanthropists, 
is by what they term associated labor, or the system 
of living in family communities. Many experiments 
have been made, without success, to remove, by this 
system, the causes of human suffering. But mere 
physical arrangements can never remove, even those 
evils that are merely physical, for they are caused 
by mental diseases, which must be removed before 
their consequences can be remedied. If men could 
be so much improved, as to live happily in parallelo- 
gramic communities, they would be virtuous enough 
to live happily without changing the present order 
of society—for the proper distribution would take 
place without requiring any particular system of 
house keeping.*
The most effectual, and indeed, the only truly per­
manent method of providing for the bodily wants ol 
the poor, is to provide for such a distribution of 
mental nourishment to all classes ol society as shall 
in the first place, lessen their number to the few 
whose poverty is occasioned by Providential chas­
tisements; and in the second place, give to wealth 
that due estimation which shall cause those who 
possess it to be more ready to administer to the ne­
cessities of others, than to indulge in luxury and 
sensual enjoyments themselves. The necessity, 
therefore, of providing for posterity a supply of 
knowledge sufficient for all, is manifestly as impera­
tive as that of providing a supply of food and cloth­
ing for the poor. And although the lormer is not 
consumed and destroyed like the latter, yet the want 
of fresh supplies, is a necessity of the mind as real 
and important as that of fresh supplies of food to ihe 
body. Those, therefore, who found useful institu­
tions for posterity, will effect greater good by the 
establishment of such as will improve the minds, 
than they could effect by any institutions for the 
relief of bodily evils.
The distinctive character of Christianity at the 
present time, as compared with other existing reli­
gions in a political point of view, is the desire of its 
professors to make proselytes:—it is the benevolent 
wish to impart to others those blessings which have 
been bestowed upon themselves, and of which expe­
rience, study and reflection, have taught them the 
value and importance;—it is the desire to provide for 
the wants of the soul of every human being, how­
ever remote in situation or different in complexion.
It has been a boast of Christians, that in their 
religion is found the origin of all those noble per­
manent institutions that have been founded for Ihe 
relief of the physical necessities of the poor and the 
afflicted: and this is a glorious distinction. But it 
is only a subsidiary and incidental operation of 
Christianity. Its paramount objects are to provide 
for the wants of the soul, to impart that knowledge 
and instruction to all—the poor and rich alike, which 
will prepate them for a higher state of existence, 
where knowledge shall be continually increasing, 
and love the ruling principle of all minds. Love, 
stronger than death, greater than faith or hope: 
which shall endure when earth and all things therein 
shall have passed away, which shall cast out fear, 
and triumph over time. For even time itself shall 
be destroyed, but charity—love—is everlasting: and 
for the everlasting exercise of this virtue, should we 
be prepared, by our education and training in this 
life: and He, who has given us the sublime precept, 
“Love your enemies,” will, if we be willing and 
obedient, endue us with knowledge beyond aught 
that eye hath ever seen or ear heard, and powers 
higher and nobler than the heart of man hath ever 
conceived.
dictate of reason and common sense winch none 
could disobey.*
The high rank which has been assigned to ••Ma­
thematical Sciences”! at all tiuies and in all civilized 
countries, their indispensable necessity to the practi­
cal arts, arid to the successful cultivation ol most of 
the other sciences, and their universallyacknowledged 
utility to all sorts and conditions of men, demand 
for them an extraordinary degree of attention. In 
all systems of education they are considered first in 
importance among the studies, and seldom has any 
other question arisen respecting their cultivation, 
except as to the extent which attention to them may 
be allowed to exclude other studies. With respect to 
ihe practical arts especially, there is, and can be no 
difference of opinion in relation to these sciences. 
And in a religious point of view, the power of men­
tal abstraction which is strengthened and improved 
by them, is one which is necessary to the professors 
of a spiritual religion!. Idolatry is the fruit of the 
mental indolence which prevents the exercise of 
this power—it is the fruit of that love of ease which 
prompts men to seek to make the senses relieve the 
inind of that exertion which is necessary to a com­
prehension of, and communion with, a spiritual 
Deity.—Il first establishes symbols to ease mental 
labors, and finally, by continued indulgence of indo­
lence, regards them as the beings themselves, the 
comprehension of which they were intended to aid.
The sciences comprehended under the general term 
.of “Natural Philosophy,” are dependent on the aid of 
Mathematics for the confidence we feel in their cor­
rectness—for the gieatest portion of their value and 
utility. They have been cultivated from tho earliest 
period in the history of science, by men of the 
strongest and best minds, with a zeal and interest 
which have never been considered as misdirected, 
and which have constantly been rewarded by dis­
coveries of the utmost importance to mankind. 
Among the sciences, that of Astronomy is generally 
the most interesting to a popular audience. And 
there is none which for so many centuries has occu­
pied the attention of the profound philosopher— 
amused the curious and superficial observer—in­
structed the ignorant enquirer, and by the display of 
the most sublime truths, expanded and strengthened 
the minds of mankind in general.
Of those sciences whose origin has been in com' 
paratively modern times, that of “Political Econo­
my” is one which in our country receives the greatest 
degree of attention, for reasons sufficiently obvious. 
Our nation possesses an important advantage over 
others, for the study of this science, in the nature of 
its government, under which it is mote easy to profit 
by any of the truths which its doctrines may unfold, 
than under any other form of government. And “the 
uses of Political Economy to science, and the neces­
sity of it as a branch of education,” will be acknow­
ledged by all to be a subject of discussion peculiarly 
appropriate to Americans. The comparative rank of 
nations, like that of individuals, being, accord 
ing to our previous remarks, determined by the 
degree of freedom they are capable of enjoying and 
preserving, an enquiry concerning “the influence of 
free governments on national character, and the 
course that will allow the greatest degree of indi­
vidual freedom,” is a most appropriate theme of po­
litical investigation for the people of the United 
States. We cannot enquire too anxiously and 
minutely into the causes which influence that most 
momentous subject, tho freedom of mankind, socially 
and individually, and the results that may be ex­
pected to flow from its increase or diminution The 
tendency of all our national measures since the 
achievement of our independence, has been to en-
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establish more firmly the democratic principle. 
Every increase of human freedom, however, is ac­
companied by abuses which threaten its destruction, 
and heretofore, they have generally accomplished 
their threats. It is hoped, however, that our coun­
try may establish a new rule by showing that a 
nation, by making the intelligence of its people com­
mensurate with the extent of their liberties; may 
strengthen their idstitutions as they increase indi­
vidual freedom, and prove that they are capable of 
enjoying liberty without falling into that licentious­
ness by which it has so frequently been perverted 
and destroyed.||
It lias been thought by Europeans, who generally 
look with more pride to the past in the history of 
their countries, than with hope to the future, that 
Americans display a misplaced love of glory, in 
taking their theme of national eulogium so often 
from anticipations of what they are to be, instead, 
like them, of boasting what they have been. It lias 
been said of the Jews, under the Mosaic dispensation, 
that the whole existence of the Hebrew nation, like 
the writings of Moses, appeared to be for futurity. 51 
And the same may now be said of the American 
nation: their existence and their passing history is 
for futurity and for the world in general. Individu­
ally as Christians, we live for posterity: as parents 
we labor for our chldren, as patriots we strive to 
elevate our country,as citizens we found useful insti­
tutions—all for futurity. Few of us can expect to 
witness the maturity of the trees we have planted, 
but if they take root and flourish, they yield us the 
fruit of hope immediately. And one of the noblest 
of the distinguishing characteristics of humanity, is 
the desire to increase the happiness of posterity—to 
benefit the family or the community to which one 
belongs, after be shall have left them forever. A 
desire to acquire the love and esteem of beings who 
are hereafter to come into existence, is a sentiment 
worthy of, and peculiar to a being whose spiritual 
nature transcends his material existence. Of such 
a being it is right to expect that such motives will 
obtain an ascendancy, if he be rightly instructed.
We are so far advanced in civilization and refine­
ment, that our mental wants are more numerous, 
and the supply of them is more necessary to our 
happiness, than our physical necessities. In relation 
to the latter, a proper distribution of the means of 
supplying them is all that is necessary, enough being 
produced for the comfortable support of all mankind.
* To Ihe poorest members of the human family it 
affords the mfeans of possessing and enjoying objects 
of beauty and splendor, which Solomon in all bis 
glory could not equal.
t The notions that have lately been promulgated 
in England respecting the inferiority of the mathe­
matical Sciences, we consider only as an ingenious 
paradox, written for the purpose of displaying the 
skill of the writer in argument, and as not entitled 
to a serous refutation.
J Modern materialism and Pantheism are but 
modifications of the same mental disease that caused 
the ancient idolatry; in the present state of human 
knowledge it is impossible for infidelity to exhibit 
itself in so gross a form as in the times of greater 
ignorance. The ancients substituted symbols for 
true deities—the moderns substitute idle dreaming 
for laborious thinking.
§ If we can go on in this course, wc shall be the 
greatest nation that has ever existed, if we fail, our 
degradation will be in proportion.
|| T'he difference between true and false reli­
gions, is very strikingly exhibited in their influ­
ence on human freedom. The teachers of false 
religions acquire influence over the mind for the 
purpose of depriving men of freedom. Their priests 
acquire physical power by restraining the circula­
tion of knowledge beyond their own circle. True 
religions, by diffusing knowledge, give freedom to 
to mankind.
51 The Jewish people were the most free of any of 
the ancient rations, and Christians are free in pro­
portion to the purity of the doctrines of Christianity 
which prevail among them.
Translated for the Episcopal Observer.
From a Swedish Missionary's description of his 
youthful days, under the title of “ Waldmeister- 
lein,” in Dr. Darth's Kinderschrif ten, (writings 
for children.}
Every where among the people, both in cities 
and in the country, I found much outward reli­
giosity. Divine worship, which was generally 
kept at 9 o’clock, was very numerously attended. 
No one was allowed then, without actual neces­
sity, to ride through the streets; the gates of the 
city were closed, and there was no passing them 
except on paying a toll. Among the military, 
likewise, this outward regard for religion was ob­
servable. When any company of a national 
regiment was collected in one place, the whole 
of the men every morning met in the dawn of 
the day in front of the Captain’s residence.— 
They were drawn up in three lines, the roll was 
called, and the Captain then came out to them. 
He gave them his salutation: “ God morgon, 
gosSar,” (good morning, lads!) A rapid response 
ran through the ranks, “ God morgon, Herr Capi- 
tain!” The Fugleman stepped forward three 
paces, then wheeled to the left, took off his cap, 
and folding his hands over it, pronounced aloud, a 
morning prayer, which the men followed in a low 
tone of voice. The Captain then dismissed the 
company with the words, “ God ba vara er, gossar!’’ 
(God preserve you lads.) « God val signa iiadiga 
Capitain1” (God bless our gracious Captain,) 
was the response through the lines of soldiers.— 
At six in the evening, there was a similar prayer 
at the door of the Captain’s residence, and the 
like mutual salutations. Similar courtesies were 
exchanged when a force had to muster in arms. 
Every Colonel first saluted his assembled regi­
ment, and all responded aloud to his salutation. 
When the drill was over, the men under orders 
were dismissed with the words, “ tak for i tag,” 
(thanks for to-day,) and the answer was « hurra.” 
On relieving guard, the men dispersed upon the 
officer’s words « tak for god wakt,” (thanks for 
good watch.) There was a Chaplain to every 
regiment and battalion, and to all embassies.— 
However these manifestations of piety and regard 
for what is holy, may have become mere outward 
forms, I was much gratified by them; my own 
knowledge at that time penetrated ho deeper.— 
But I was also shocked at the frightful and fre­
quent oaths which I heard the common people 
utter, especially soldiers and sailors. A conver­
sation which an American preacher once had
/ If it was understood by every body, that the 
misery suffered by mankind must be in proportion 
to the sin that there is the world, they would per­
ceive that the only course for the philanthropist to 
adopt with any hope of permanent success, is to 
war against sin in all its forms. It is a mooted 
question among political economists, whether alms­
giving does not produce more of the evils it is in­
tended to relieve than would otherwise exist.
with a fisherman, came to my recollection. He 
relates it as follows:
Some time ago, I was taking a walk on the 
wharf, where a fisherman in his boat uttered the 
most horrible imprecations in my hearing I 
took my station near the boat and addtessed him 
“ my friend, I am not acquainted with your oc­
cupation ; what fish is this, pray ?” <« R’8 CO(j « 
he replied. «« What bait do you make use of T*
•< Any thing glutinous.” “ Have you ever caught 
mackerel ?” « Yes.” «Do you make use of
glutinous bait for them, too?” “0, no, they 
won’t touch that.” “ So then you have to nm. 
vide yourself with different kinds of bait ior^g. 
ferent kinds of fish?” “Yes.” “Well, and 
have you ever eaught a fish without any kind of 
bait ?’’ “ Yes, last year, I was out there a fish­
ing. and was just fixing my tackle, when the hook 
fell into the water, and there one laid hold on it 
as it was, and up I hauled the fool.” <• Now, m, 
friend,” said I, “it has often seemed to me as if tht 
devil was very much like a fisherman. He is 
sure to cover his hook with that kind of bait 
which different kind of sinners are most loud of ■ 
but when he thinks of catching a profane swearer, 
he will not even take the trouble of putting on 
any bait; that fool will jump at the naked hook, 
and swallow it.” The man kept silence, and hi* 
countenance fell. When, after a short pause, I 
turned to go away, 1 heard him say to a person 
that stood by, “ that must be a parson.”
This story came to my recollection, but 1 was 
not then so much concerned about the salvation 
of souls, as to expose myself to the ridicule of 
-uncivil men, by speaking to them a serious word 
upon their sins.
The social habits of families in Sweden, at 
least those in the middle ranks in cities, have in 
them something very pleasant and attractive.— 
Families congregate in snug and comfortable 
parties of from ten to twenty persons, and the 
rule of hospitality is, that a person may be count­
ed one of a family without actually being related 
to the same. A striking contrast to the want of 
hospitality which I often met with in country 
parts. After having become familiarly known 
in some house, a person on some joyful occasion, 
forms relationship with all the members of the 
family, both young and old ; he is then always 
called cousin, and is treated and introduced to 
visitors as such. The question is very commonly 
asked, therefore; cousin by family or by friend­
ship? Such cousins by friendship, are invited, 
in common with other relations, to all the family 
solemnities, and on Christmas eve to the Yulgrot. 
This is a kind of dish eaten by every body in 
Sweden on that day. At the close of the enter­
tainment there takes place the giving and recei­
ving of presents, which occupy every one's atten­
tion. In some cases a man in disguise makes 
his appearance, representing a Hungarian, a 
Cossack, a groom, waiter, watchman, or the like, 
who carries a"box or huge basket, so heavy that 
he can scarcely move under it; he instantly goes 
his way again. The package is directed to the 
lady of the house; hammer and chisel are em­
ployed to get at the inside; some considerable 
present is anticipated, but under the lid of the box 
there is an address to some one of the gentlemen 
composing, the party—he takes off the wrapper, 
and finds a second wrapper under it, a third per­
haps, a fourth, a tenth, and a twentieth; at last 
a parcel appears, well sewed up in canvass, but 
that is directed to some person in an adjoining 
residence. The parcel is sent over there, and 
after a while it comes hack ; another direction has 
been found under the canvass, and it belongs to 
the lady of the house at last. She opens it, and 
finds some elegant trifle, weighing a couple of 
ounces, proceeding out of the original package, 
which weighed many pounds.
Now it may be you are pleased with this, and 
you would like to be one at a party of the kind. 
But let us look at the luetter narrowly, and say i8 
this Christinas? [The German word, literally 
rendered, makes “ sacred-night’s-feast/’] Is it a 
feast whereby the night is consecrated ? Is there 
a Christmas where Christ is not in the midst of 
men, where he is not the main object of joy, and 
where any thing but the great fact of his nativity 
is the subject of converse ? Christmas certainly 
is a feast of joy, and hence the custom of giving 
presents has obtained in Christendom, as a memo­
rial of the unspeakably great gift which God has 
made to the world, in sending his Son. But if 
by means of the picture, we forget the original, 
by the presents the Giver, and the true great Gift, 
have we in that case received the blessing of the 
festival? And if till even the next morning, 
people keep sitting over these presents, in wba: 
frame of mind will they, on the grand festival 
day itself, come under the preaching of Gods 
word? I fear that over Christmas presents too 
often the inestimable gift of God to man Js over­
looked ; and I myself, have not been able since 
I have become personally acquainted with the 
Saviour, without pain and remorse, to think of 
the levity with which this festival season is many 
a time observed. C. L. F. H.
Quebec, Nov. 29.'
Death of a Clergyman and his son.—The Vicks- 
burgh Sentinel of the 11th ult. announces the death 
of the Rev. George Weller, D. D., Rector of the 
Episcopal church in that city. He died at Raymond, 
on the preceding Monday, after a short but severe 
illness. His son George, a worthy young man, juft 
entering upon the theatre of life, survived his father 
but a few hours.
It is with no common sentiment of grief that we 
make the above announcement. Dr. Weller was 
among the most able and respected of our clergy.
TJie Rev. N. P. Harris, rector of the Church of 
the Evangelists, has been unanimously called to the 
rectorship of the Church of the Ascension, Phil*? 
delphia, which lie has accepted. Mr. Harris 
unparalleled success in the field of labor which he 
has occupied, we may regard as a pledge and earnest 
of usefulness in the wider field upon which he noty 
enters.
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(Remittances on subscriptions, may be made 
f^e of expense to the office, through the Post- 
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j signed and franked by the Post Masters.]
TWELFTH VOLUME.
Teems of the 12th volume of the "Western 
Episcopal Observer, invariably in advance: Single 
copy 82; for 5 copies, $8; for 10 copies, 815.
#** Persons obtaining 4 new subscribers, en. 
-jiled to one paper for the year, gratis—those for. 
warding with the money, the names of 10 new 
^scribers, entitled to three copies of the Ob­
server for the year.
ffflO WILL BE BAPTISED FOR THE DEAD?
God’s hand has, of late, in an alarming degree, 
teen laid upon those who minister at his altars. 
Almost every paper we receive brings us the 
atlings of death amongst our brethren. Within 
j few weeks some ten or twelve have fallen.— 
It constrains us to ask, how shall their loss be 
supplied ? Who will stand in the places of those 
who have fallen? If the Lord take away his 
prophets, and send not others, Jerusalem is 
ruined; Judah is fallen; the whole stay of 
bread and the wholestay of water is taken away, 
md the people perish. What then must be done? 
Pray ye the Lord of the harvest to send forth 
laborers into his harvest. Beseech him to in­
crease the number of faithful laborers, and to in­
crease their faithfulness! He has the hearts of 
olir young men in his hands, and he can turn the 
piety and talents of the church to the good of the 
church; and will, if Christians pray more that he 
would send them Pastors after his own heart, to 
feed the people with knowledge and under- 
sanding.
To prayers, add liberality. Christians must 
rive their money to support the schools of the 
Prophets, and educate young persons for the Min­
istry. Let the poor give of their penury, and 
ie rich of their abundance. Perhaps in no way 
aaso much good be done, with a given amount 
of money, as by sending forth a Minister of the 
everlasting Gospel. Who can tell how many 
souls he may be instrumental in turning to God? 
Who can tell how many young men he may di­
rect to the sacred office? Who could estimate the 
results of Thornton’s liberality in educating 
Claudius Buchanan ?
Christian parents must give their sons. Why 
should there be no Hannahs in the church now, 
rsof old, to say, “ I have lent him to the Lord, 
is long as he liveth, I have lent him to the Lord.” 
Why should we not have Abrahams now, to 
jiiid their sons to the Altar; not to immolate 
diem, though if they were Pagans, they would 
do even this; but as a living sacrifice, to honor 
God, and to bless the church, by a life devoted to 
his service.
And are there no Christian young men that can 
give themselves? We will not say that it is 
every Christian mail’s duty to be a Christian Min­
ister; but we do say, that it is the duty of every 
one to show cause why he is not.
Are there not inducements enough on the side 
of the sacred office? There is no honor like it; 
ambassadors for God. No privilege like it; Lo! 
Ian with you always. No pleasure like it; to see 
sinners repent, and souls saved. No gain like 
that which it brings ; “ They that be wiae—they 
that be teachers, the margin reads it, shall shine 
as the brightness of the firmanent; and they that 
turn many to righteousness, as the stars, for ever 
and ever.”
It is a serious fact, that of all who have said, 
“here we offer and present unto thee, 0, Lord, 
ourselves, our souls and bodies, to be a reason­
able, holy, and living sacrifice unto thee,” but 
few are found to give themselves wholly, to the 
mice of God and the salvation of souls. Very- 
few, who have been marked for Christ’s “ servants 
and soldiers unto their life’s end,” are ready to 
stand in the places of those who have fallen— 
very few to answer to God’s inquiry, “ whom 
shall I send, and who will go for us?” “ Here 
am I, send me.” Had it been always so, the 
word of salvation had not come to us. Were it so 
with all, how could sinners be saved? When 
would the millenium come? When would 
Christ see of the travail of his soul and be satis­
fied? Let Christian parents, and Christians think 
on these things.
plead. Let that effort be begun and continued 
in faith; let it be attended with prayer for the 
divine blessing; and even if you should not sue. 
ceed to the extent of your wishes, yet your pious 
endeavors, springing from such motives, will be 
most amply repaid in blessings upon yourself.— 
But we are warranted in believing that such efforts 
would be generally crowned with the desired re­
sults. In bringing about his purposes, God 
usually works by means. Especially in thegreat 
work of converting the world, he employs human 
instrumentalities, and it is thedelightful privilege, 
as well as the bounden duty of his people, lo 
seek from him, first of all, a right understanding 
as to the means and instrumentalities entrusted 
to them, and then to use them zealously and with 
an eye single to his glory. Every Christian is 
bound to make it a primary consideration, as to 
how he cau best and most extensively promote 
the great designs of Him, whose servant he. is.— 
If, looking at himself, and considering the cir­
cumstances in which Providence has placed him, 
it be clear to his mind that he cannot go himself 
into the immediate service of his Master, it should 
be his next and immediate inquiry, “whom shall 
I send, and who will go for me.” His Master is 
engaged in a great warfare which demands the 
active and personal service of all his followers; 
and if one cannot go himself, it is his duty to send 
a substitute, well equipped, and thoroughly fur­
nished for the service. If he is tempted to 
count the cost of the outlay, let him look at the 
claims which the Captain of Salvation has upon 
him—how he has bound himself to that cause, 
began to receive his wages, and now stands 
pledged to fight under his banner against sin, the 
world, and the devil, and to continue Christ’s 
faithful soldier and servant unto his life’s end.— 
Ina word, and without a figure, let-every one 
consider how he can best promote the cause of 
Christ. And as the ministrations of the church, 
including the preaching of the Gospel, are the 
chief and most direct means which God has 
ordained for carrying on his work, every one 
should exert his best efforts to extend and mul­
tiply these ministrations, by aiding to prepare, 
and send out, fit agents to perform them. And 
if a Christian shall have been made by the blessing 
of God, instrumental in preparing for the minis­
try, one faithful and effective laborer, he will 
not have lived in vain. Many will be brought 
from darkness to light through his agency, how­
ever indirect, and he shall in no wise lose the 
bright reward which is promised to those who 
turn many to righteousness. E. B-
A FEW THOUGHTS IN REFERENCE TO
THE SUPPLY OF THE MINISTRY.
Dear Brethren :
The remarks which have been offered respect­
ing the duty of parents, to keep in view the wants 
of the Ministry, in the training and education of 
their sons, apply with almost equal force to all 
Christians. For though all may not have sons to 
devote to the service of the sanctuary, yet all who 
have a desire to be eminently useful in the way 
of which we have spoken, will find abundant op­
portunities to gratify their wish. They are, per- 
taps, the spiritual fathers or mothers of children, 
tthom they have undertaken lo teach all things 
which a Christian ought to know and believe. 
They therefore stand in a most interesting re- 
lation to them. If we feel a near attachment to 
those who are dependent upon us for temporal 
support and protection, how can we feel other­
wise towards them, who, by our own consent 
hove a claim upon us for spiritual food and sus­
tenance—the babes in Christ who are dependent 
on us for (he sincere milk of the mind? Let 
every one who stands in this relationship, look 
omong that interesting little band, and see if he 
cannot find one of sufficient promise to induce
DR. HENSHAW’S SERMON ON THE DEATH 
OP BISHOP MOORE.
This is an impressive and beautiful discourse. 
The biographical part is drawn with great fidelity 
and force, and exhibits a most rare combination 
of natural endowments and spiritual gifts in the 
venerated subject of it. Few men of our age 
of the church, have so sweetly arid finely illus­
trated the apostolic spirit and character, as Bishop 
Moore.
December Number of the Spirit of Mis­
sions: Triennial Sermon before the Board, 
byBisnop Kemper—an admirable discourse, 
full of the wisdom and heroism of the 
Missionary work. Letters from Rev. Wm. 
Mitchell of Spring Hill, Rev. Wm. Scull, 
Fayetteville, Rev. W. II. C. Yeageii, Lit­
tle Rock, Arkansas, and Rev. M. Schuyler, 
Michigan.
These Missionary Letters indicate a good 
spirit, while they record the peculiar trials 
and discouragements of the Missionary life.
During the quarter, Mr. Yeaoer had trav­
elled thirteen hundred miles on horseback, in 
the discharge of his duties, and preached 
eighteen times. Two Sundays in the quarter 
were exclusively devoted to Spring llill. 
Three services were performed in Washing­
ton, and two in Columbus, the others in the 
scattered settlements of his Mission. In one 
of his visits to these settlements, he preached 
to a large family of white and colored persons 
at night. Several were deeply awakened by 
the word of God. Early the next morning, an 
old man of sixty, came to him in great anxi­
ety of mind—enquiring what he should do to 
be saved. The Missionary explained to him 
the way of salvation by faith in Christ, and 
pressed upon him the necessity of at once 
receiving Christ as his Saviour. The old man 
laid hold on the hope set before him, and the 
Missionary left him rejoicing in God his 
Saviour. Such is, in substance, the record of 
this distant and laborious Missionary, as to 
the spiritual fruit of his Mission. Would 
that the letters of our domestic Missionaries 
were more frequently filled with such details.
The position of Mr. Scull appears to be 
one of hopeful promise, and of much labor and 
self-denial. We trust he will reap in due 
time if he faint not. -
At Little Rock, the station of Rev. Mr. 
Yeager, a church edifice, for some time sus­
pended, is now in progress. This appears to 
be a very important point, though at present 
little spiritual fruit has been gathered. The 
Missionary thus concludes his letter: “My 
labors have for the most part resulted in little 
more than in gathering the scattered sheep of 
the flock. In the language of many of my 
brethren of the Missionary field, I have sown 
in tears, and watered with my prayers, and 
endeavored to look forward patiently to the 
time when God will give the increase.”
The missionary at Marshall, Michigan, 
has been bereaved of his infant child, and soon 
after his wife-wlio appears to have been in
The church is reported as in a prosperous state 
—though no spiritual increase is recorded.
In the department of Foreign Correspon­
dence, the December No. is unusually rich.
Dr. Boone, under date of Macao, June 
11th, expresses the opinion that it is the 
bounden duty of our church to have four or 
five missionaries at present devoting their 
time and attention to the language and people 
of China. So we believe. He says there is 
but a single barrier to the establishment of 
hundreds of Missions, among those millions 
of literally perishing idolaters—and that this 
is of a political nature and maybe removed in 
a day. He regards it as not unlikely the re­
sult of the present war with England will be 
to throw open to missionary effort, Chinese 
cities whose population outnumbers that of 
all our Atlantic cities put together. He ex­
presses the confidence—we believe him cor­
rect—that our church, (notwithstanding this 
mission has been so much carped at in certain 
quarters,) is not prepared to sit still, when 
this great nation is to be taught to love and 
adore our precious Redeemer—and that we 
should have several of our choicest young men 
girding on the missionary armour there—ac­
quiring the language, learning the manners of 
the people of the land, so that we may at any 
call of Providence enlarge our operations to 
suit the more enlarged and open door which 
may be set before us. We like to hear such 
searching language as the following sounding 
out from those ends of the earth from a solita­
ry, but heroic Christian missionary. How 
does it rebuke the faithlessness and narrow­
ness of many among us who have been so 
importunate for the breaking up of the China 
mission. “ If,” says our missionary, antici­
pating the open door of entrance among the 
millions of that empire, “ if when the trumpet 
shall sound an attack on China, so clear and 
loud,” as to leave no doubt on the mind of 
any Christian on earth, that it is the Saviour’s 
design to take immediate possession of this 
immense heathen inheritance given him by the 
Father, there shall be no one in our Church 
who understands their language, or who has 
experience to lead on and assist the numbers 
of young men whom we should then be con­
strained to send, would it not be to our shame 
and reproach, that after the warning God is 
now giving us in the thorough shaking of this 
nation; we were found unprepared to do our 
Master’s work and bidding, at such an event­
ful period ? O, I would raise my feeble 
voice and entreat with tears, that our mission 
to China may never be given up, or lost 
sight of by our beloved Church, until China 
shall cease to want missionaries, and until its 
teeming millions shall all possess the same 
holy faith, which we prize dearer than life, 
and be all named by the same holy and be­
loved name by which we are called.” There 
is throughout this letter of Dr. Boone, a tone 
of strong and earnest good sense, and a spirit of 
“faith and patience,” which command our 
sincere respect and affection. That he is 
right, in his views of the Chinese mission, 
and of the claims of that people upon our 
church, we think most clear. The lime has 
come—we must, as a missionary church, be 
prepared to enter China with the glorious 
Gospel of the blessed God. Who among 
our young men, is prepared to be “ a brother 
and companion in labor” with this strong 
hearted and most zealous missionary of our 
church to China ? Shame on us, if we lack 
either faith, or men, or means, for the doing 
of this great work.
Mr. Southgate’s Letter. Constantinople, 
August 27, 1841. Friendly reception by 
Syrian Clergy of Mossoul—Conference 
on doctrines—Arrival at Mardin—Stay at 
Monastery near Mardin—Kind reception 
by the Patriach—Affectionate and earnest 
appeal to the American Church—Illness, 
and kind attentions of the Metropolitan of 
Mardin—Return to Constantinople—Good 
results of the Mission.
As we intend to publish this letter entire 
in our next, we forbear giving at present 
more than the above index of its leading 
topics.
Missionary Intelligence of the Dec. No—The 
Rev. E. Waylen has been assigned to Jackson, 
Michigan, the Rev. G. S. Davis to Franklin, Por­
tage co., Ohio.
A fitting record is made of the decease of our 
worthy brother, Rev. C. Pkindle. late missionary 
in Indiana.
The Domestic Committee call attention lo the 
condition of the funds of that department; the 
whole receipts for five months and a half, having 
been only §5.832 92, while the disbursements for 
the same period have been $16,028 04. Earnest 
hope is expressed that the offerings of the people 
will be early gathered by the parochial Clergy, 
and transmitted to the Treasury. Unless this is 
done, the salaries of the missionaries, now bearing 
the burden a,nd heat of the day, must remain un­
paid.
The Rev. Mr. IIill sailed for Greece in the 
Argo, on the 11th November. It is much to be 
regretted that bis departure should have been 
hastened by letters from Athens, before he bad 
time to fulfill his design of visiting the churches 
of the West.
The Rev. Mr. Eaton, of Galveston, Texas, has 
succeeded in raising, during a visit to the States 
about $1800 towards the erection of a church.
The Rev. Mr. Payne and his wife, of the Mis­
sion of Western Africa, were expected to sail 
from Philadelphia for Cape Palmas, about the 
middle of this mouth. The Foreign Committee 
have resolved to appoint for this mission, another 
missionary aud two female teachers. The latter 
were expected to sail in company with Mr. and 
Mrs. Payne.
A chapter of very interesting intelligence in 
connection with the Missionary doings of the 
Society foe the promotion ok Christian Know­
ledge of the Church of England—this will ap­
pear in our paper of next week.
Intelligence of ail interesting kind in connec­
tion with the efforts of the English “Society 
for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign 
Parts,” will also be found in our paper of next 
week, from this No. of the Spirit of Missions.
Ackn^ledgments.—Domestic Missions, from 
15th Oct. to 15th Nov., £1,173 51.
Foreign for the same time, $1,907 87.
THE TOKEN AND ATLANTIC SOUVENIR.
AN OFFERING FOR CHKITMAS AN1) THK NEW YEAH.
This annual is one of the most beautiful 
specimens of typography and embellishment, we 
have seen issued from an American press. The 
style of its pieces, is highly chaste and interest­
ing, and some of the poetical specimens are greatly 
superior to those which generally appear in such 
publications. The “ Classic Melodies,” by J. C. 
Percival, are very happy illustrations, both in 
spirit and ry thm, of ancient classic poetry. Some 
may think the pieces in general, of too grave and 
sober a cast, but this is the result of sterling good 
sense, and excellent taste, displayed in them.— 
The book makes the more beautiful and sensible 
“offering for the New Year and Christmas.”
Z.
BIBLE CLASS QUESTIONS.
Lesson 11th.—Murmurings and rebellions 
Israel.
1. What instance of murmuring is recorded, 
Numbers, 11? How were their wants supplied?
2. What plague followed? What particular use 
does the Apostle teach us to make of this event?— 
1 Cor. 1C. 6.
3. In Exo. 17, we read that they complained for 
want of water—when was this complaint repeated? 
How were they supplied? What was Moses sin 
and punishment?
4. What does the rock typify? 1 Cor. 10. What 
do the waters typify?
5. The water must be used before it could cleanse 
or refresh. What does this teach?
6. In Num. 16, we read ol the rebellion of Korah, 
and what was the subject of their complaint, and 
what were they desirous of obtaining?
7. Was it true that Moses and Aaron had exalted 
zAcmscfocs to the stations they filled? lleb. 5, 4.
8. Wherein consisted the sin of Korah, Ac.? Is 
not the Christian Ministry as sacred as the Jewish 
Priesthood, and is it not a sin tor a man to thrust him­
self into the ministry? What says our 23d article 
on the subject®
9. How were they punished? of what did the peo­
ple complain? What followed? How was
the plague stayed? of whom does the conduct. of 
Aaron here remind you?
10. If we would not perish with the wicked what 
must we do? v. 26, and 45. How far must we 
separate from the unholy, and hear our testimony 
against then ?
11. Did this awful judgment repress their rebel­
lious spirit? If not by what miracle was the Priest­
hood effectually established in the family of Aaron?
12. What was done with Aaron’s rod! What does 
its budding, Ac. teach Ministers?
13. How was tlie Priesthood of Christ declared and
established? ,
14. Beautiful allusions are made to Aaron’s rod in
Pslams 110, 2, 3, and Isaiah 27, 6, Wi at is the im­
port of those passages? * * *
°f
as good and sufficient, why the Observer should 
not be discontinued by any of our present sub­
scribers on account of its being placed upon a 
cash basis. 1st. It is an old friend, and has for 
many years been accustomed to visit your fire­
sides weekly with its lessons of “ truth and 
soberness,” for you and your children. 2ndly. 
It is an old and tried servant of the fVcstcrn 
Episcopal Church, and of Christian education, 
and of all the sound interests of truth and god­
liness_ a pioneer of the Church of the West,
and has lived through many trials—steady to its 
aim, through evil and through good report. 3rdly. 
The increase of its usefulness depends more or 
less upon each of its present subscribers con­
tinuing steadfast, and endeavoring, with their 
own subscription money, to forward promptly, 
that of others, obtained through their exertions. 
4thly. Ils value as a Family Paper, in enlighten­
ing and educating the minds and hearts of jour 
children, and those who pertain to your respec­
tive households, and diffusing weekly a healthful 
tone of thinking and acting on matters relating 
to private Christian duty, and of duty to the 
church. We trust these and other considerations 
which it would be less delicate for us to particu­
larise, may induce all our present subscribers to 
continue on the footing on which the paper will 
be issued with the commencement of the ensuing 
year, anJ when in their power, to make active 
exertions to obtain the names of new subscribers. 
Four new names will entitle you to the paper 
free of charge.
THOSE OF OUR SUBSCRIBERS IN 
ARREARS.
The close of the year is a fit time to adjust, 
and when in the power of those indebted, to pay 
accounts. That all our subscribers in arrears for 
one, two, or more years, may be induced to do so, 
we offer them the following favorable terms of 
settlement: Each of these back years stands 
charged upon the books of the office at $3. We 
propose to receive of all who shall pay in good 
currency, during the months of December, 1S41, 
and January, 1842, two dollars for each volume 
in arrears—in other words, to abate one third.
Will not our delinquent subscribers, one and 
all, from a sense of justice, and the additional 
motive of interest, thus presented, exert them­
selves to close, before the beginning of the new 
year, or at least during the first four weeks of the 
next, all their accounts with our office, and thus 
have the gratification of beginning the new year 
on a footing with the Observer, likely to pre­
serve for many ensuing years, a reciprocity of 
kindly interest?
FREE PAPERS TO THE CLERGY.
Our brethren of the Clergy in addition to their 
gratuitous efforts for the Observer, are in general,
GRACE CHURCH.
I he Treasurer gratefully acknowledges lilt 
receipt of the following sums, as donations to 
the Church, viz: from
Rev. J. T. Brooke, . $20 00
Saniuel Beresford, . . 25 00
YV. B. Smith, . 10 00
S. Tulin, . 5 00
Samuel King, 5 00
Dr. Daniel Drake, . 15 00
A friend to the church . 25 00
Mrs. N. Longworth, ' 5 00
William Kirby, . 10 00
A. Isham, . 5 oo
L. E. Brewster,
Cincinnati, Dec. 17, 1841. Treasurer.
CO~ The Rev. Abraham Reck, Missionary to 
Cincinnati, of the English Evangelical Lutheran 
1 bureh, will preach next Sabbath the 19th inst., 
at 11 o’clock, A. M., in the Engine House, corner 
of Canal and Vine streets. All persons interest­
ed are invited to attend.
Instruction in the French and German 
Ijauguugcs.
Y S ff- L N. KRYZ1NSKI, proposes to give in-
_i V 3 struction in the French and German Lan­
guages to those who may desire it.
He is permitted to refer to the Rev. Dr. Biggs and
Rev. Dr. Colion, Professor Mitchell and Mr. IV. D? 
Gallagher.
dec 18, 1841.
Clarified llmirhound t'umiy.
7%, 0 J- LOUDERBACK would most respectfully 
J. Vfi • infoim the ladies and gentlemen of Cincin­
nati, and more especially such as are distressed with 
a troublesome cough or defective lungs, that he has 
a safe and certain relief in the article of Clarified 
floarhound Candy. His experience in manuiuctur- 
ing medical candies, enables him to say with confi­
dence, that it exceeds any thing of the kind. The 
receipt for its manufacture, has been submitted tu 
several distinguished medical gentlemen of this city, 
(to whom reference will be given if required,) who 
speak highly in its favor.
dec 18—1 m East 4 tli street.
PIANOS A.VD TUlTiOX. 
FffAIlE elegant assortment of Pl ANO FORTES,
|_ finished at the most approved Eastern Manu­
factories, expressly fur the subscriber, is now-en­
tirely and safely received. These instruments con­
tain the various late improvements, calculated to 
secure brilliancy, sweetness, and durability of tone; 
—they justify the importer in giving the most unex­
ceptionable warrants with the bills of sale, and ea.i 
be disposed of on the very lowest terms.—Orders 
from a distance punctually attended to.
Tuition.—In accordance with applications made 
at the Seminary, Parents are respectfully informed, 
that a limited class of juvenile pupils will Be corn-' 
menced with, immediately after the first of January 
in the instruction of which, the methods hitherto so 
successfully adopted, for, not only imparting the 
most graceful style of performance, but lor convey, 
ing the useful and agreeable theoretic knowledge ah 
so, will be carefully attended to.
Ti i.ms for the class—$12 per quarter.
WILLIAM NIXON,
Musical Seminary and Piano Foktk Saloon,• 
Pace Street, 3<Z door below Fourth.
Cincinnati, Dec. 18, 1841. 2t*
SIT U A T1 <1 A W A K T JU D.
N experienced and competent instructor of 
youth is desirous of obtaining a situation in a 
private family or School in Cincinnati, during the
the most punctual in the payment of their yearly wi"tpr- 1 is a/ne'uber ol' the Episcopal Church, 
1 1 J j j and engaged in studies preparatory lo tne ministry
subscriptions. By the terms proposed for the " ' " ■ J - - “ • •
12th volume, it will be in the power of each, 
with little exertion, to add four names, at least 
to the subscription in their respective parishes.—
This will entitle them to the paper without 
charge. In many parishes a special effort might 
add 10 or 20 new subscribers to the list—-entitling 
the clergyman to three or six copies, which might, 
with much profit,be distributed among the families 
of the poorer members.
He is willing to devote from three to five hours lo in.' 
struction in the Latin and Greek Languages, Math­
ematics, the Natural Sciences, or the English 
branches.
The most unexceptionable references will be giv. 
en.
Address “A- B.’’through the Post Office, Cincin­
nati.
December, 11, 1841.
THE WESTERN EPISCOPAL OBSERVER. 
new arrangement.
Our readers will take it, we hope, as a decided 
evidence of the steady and strong on-goitig of 
our enterprise of making the religious press sub­
servient to the interests of the Church, and of 
Christian education at the West, that we have 
consummated arrangements which will enable us 
to issue the paper after the beginning of the 12th 
volume, at §2 a year.
After the first four numbers of the year, how­
ever, no papers will be sent out of Cincinnati 
and Louisville, unless the cash is forwarded in 
good currency, either through the mail, post-paid, 
or through the letters of l’ost Masters, (in ac­
cordance with a published regulation of the Gen­
eral Post Office,) or otherwise without charge to 
the press. This rule of our office will hereafter, 
be strictly adhered to.
In connection with this arrangement, we de­
sign to make several improvements in the paper 
in typography, pictorial embellishments, &c,— 
The same large folio form will be used, with addi­
tional new type, and occasional engravings in the 
way of pictorial illustration of subjects.
We send copies of the Prospectus of the 
new’ volume, to the Clergy of the West, and 
others, respectfully requesting them to make 
such use of them in the way of obtaining 
subscribers, as may be in their power, during the 
remaining weeks of the year, and the first four 
weeks of the ensuing year.
It is important that the returns be made, so far 
as may be, by the 1st to 15th of January, 1842.
OUR PAPER OF TO-DAY.
«< Sketch of the life and character of 
Bishop Moore”, by Rev. Mr. Norwood—done 
with great fidelity, and worthy attentive read­
ing.—“ German Rationalism,” concluded ; an 
article too elaborate and extended for the mere 
lovers of paragraphing and “gold-beating,” but 
of singular ability and discrimination. If any 
have laid the previous numbers containing 
this Review aside, we recommend them to take 
them up again and read the whole attentively 
and thoroughly.—“Mr. Newman, No. 90;” a bold 
and just rebuke of the dishonesty and sophistry 
of Tract 90.—“Mr. Foote’s Lecture,-1’concluded; 
a paper of great freshness and force, and will 
amply repay the most careful and attentive 
perusal.—‘Translation from the German of Dr. 
Barth’s Kinderscliriften,”—for this admirable 
paper we are indebted to a most dear friend, an 
ex-missionary from the Mission School of Basle, 
now resident at Quebec. We hope often to 
hear from him in this way.—Domestic Circle:— 
“ It is but a dollar an instructive article to 
the young, and to children of a larger growth.— 
“Poetry”—By Bryant and Miss Davidson.—“ Is 
this Prayer ?”—Let it be well read and thought 
of by our youthful readers.—“Happiness diffu­
sible RY WELL DIRECTED FEMALE CONVERSATION,” 
by Mrs. Ellis—an extract from a sensible and 
well written work, especially worthy the atten­
tion of our female readers.—“ A tale FfcOM real 
life,”—a Temperance fact of excellent import.— 
Editorials---------
G2T* Reader, why do you pay the enormous 
charge of four cents for such an amount of utterly 
uninslructive and unedifying matter, sent to you 
weekly, in the best type, and on fine paper ? It 
is a grave question. Can it not be much better 
spent for the entertainment and instruction of 
your family, and for the good of the church ?
OUR PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS.
We shall regret to cease our weekly visits to
any families among our subscribers, where we 
have been welcome, and in any manner useful, 
during the past year. This however, will proba. 
bly be the case in some instances. The not 
sending the paper out of Cineimiati and Louis­
ville, unless paid during the first four weeks of 
the year, will we doubt not, prevent some worthy 
persons from continuing their subscriptions.— 
We hope however, this will be well consid­
ered.
The following reasons sttrike us (at a stand
disinterested wearecapableof^
Auiimils Sov ISi'-i.
7 | MIE Token, and Atlantic Souvonir- 
g lislnnents.
“ Gift 8 “
“ Poets of America, Vol. II. 36 “
“ Dahlia, or Memorial of Afiectiion 6 “
“ Violet 8 “
Youth's Keepsake
'l'iie Little Forget-me-not 
The Child’s Token 
The Gem—four kinds
ALSO'
A great. Variety of other finely bound and illus
(rated Books, 'Foy Rooks, Ac. Ac.
Forsalehy U. P. JAMES,
dec 4 No. 26, Pearl Street,
OUNG LA DI ES’ Education.—Mr. and Mrs. 
J. LIVINGSTON VAN DOREN, after a re 
cess of some 5 years, have resumed the duties ot Fe­
male Instiwction. They have selected the city of 
Cincinnati as the most desirable location in the West 
for their contemplated Institution. It shall be their 
aim in their present Institute, lo afford Young La­
dies an opportunity of ofitaining in the West, as 
thorough, extensive, and finished an education, os can 
be had in the most celebrated female seminaries in 
the Northern or Eastern States.
Having had fifteen years’ experience in superin­
tending extensive Institutions for young Ladies, 
thirteen of which were in the city of New-York and 
its vicinity, at the head of one of the then largest 
and most distinguished female seminaiies in the 
East, they hope to merit and receive the continued 
patronage of an enlightened public.
The Institute is now open for the reception of 
pupils, « ho are received at any trme or age.
Young Ladies deeirbus of finishing their educa­
tion in the higher studies, or qualifying themselves 
for teaching, will find the above Institute to afford 
spec al advantages.
Terms made known on application at the school 
rooms, at present in Centre-street, between Race 
and Vine,
Satisfactory testhromals from many highly dis­
tinguished gentlemen and their formerpatrons in the 
East, may be seen a I any time when desired, 
REFERENCES IN THIS CITY.
Rev. J. L. Wilson, D. D., Rev. J. T. Brooke,
Rev. B. P. Aydelott, D. D. ~ -----
Rev. L. Beecher, D. D.
Rev. C. Colton, D. D.
Dr. J. Locke, 
aug. 21.—2 ms.
-10 enibeL
Rev. H. V. D. Johns, 
Rev. L. G. Bingham, 
Dr. Daniel Drake,
N. Baker, Esq.
Boarding and Day School for Young ladies, 
Conducted by mrs. goocii, 
r§MIE Studies in this Institution will be resumed
j on Monday, 23d of August.
Mrs. Goocii can accommodate a few more Board,
ing Pupils, and would suggest to those Parents who 
intend placing their Daughters under her care, that 
this is the most advantageous time to commence. 
The season is favorable to study, and the Classes 
will be nearly at ranged for the following year; dur­
ing which period there will be no intermission except 
a week at Christmas.
Walnut street, near Fourth, Cincinnati. 
July 31. f w. •
The Rt. Rev. Bishop Lee, of the Diocese of 
Delaware, having fixed his residence for the winter 
at Georgetown, Sussex county, Delawere, requests 
that letters and papers may be addressed to him 
accordingly.
1> 1 E » ,
Yesterday, Dec. 13th, John Whetstone, Jr. aged 
43 years.
For a quarter of a century he has been connected, 
at various times, with the Gazette Office; for the 
last three years permanently.
No honester man than Mr. Whetstone breathed. 
He commanded the respect of the business commu­
nity for his punctuality and promptness, and was 
beloved by all who knew him.
He was a native of Ohio, his father being one of 
the earliest pioneers of the West. His death was
MR. ZACHOS’ SELECT SCHOOL.
This School commenced on the 20th inst.—It is 
the design or the Principal to make it in the besj. 
sense select, and to limit it to a small number.
As an educator, devoting his whole time to the 
thorough and accurate training of small classes, he 
hopes to do justice lo the trust reposed in him by 
parents.
Terms—$60—one half semianually in advance, 
Desks furnished st cost.
Applications or inquires may be made of the Prin­
cipal at the school room, or of the Rev. Messrs, 
Brooke and Colton.
•»*His School Rooms are in Woods buildings, SycT 
atnore, st., near Christ Church, a few doors from 
4lh st.
Office and Residence of Dr. Lawrence,
at dr.waldo’s, third street,
Near the Post Office.
May 22. ’ p0 2f
200 ttlje Western Episcopal QDbsewcr.
®bc domestic Circle.
CONDUCTED BY THE AUTHOR OF THE “YOUNG IJkDVS COMPAN­
ION,” “BOTANY OF THE SCRIPTURES.” “LIFE OF 
WYCLIFFE,” ETC. ETC.
“IT IS BUT A DOLLAR.”
Many young females whose wealthy or indul­
gent parents, constantly entrust them with money, 
to spend at their option, become strangely for­
getful of the resposibilities imposed on them in 
this respect; they seem to think, that what has 
been freely granted them, on the impulse too 
frequently, of mistaken tenderness, may be 
lavishly spent, or thrown atvay with prodigality, 
without any sin being thereby contracted. But 
my young friends, remember, that each time your 
purses are replenished by parental love, you are 
called to a new stewardship. You may not 
choose to admit the idea, and may even ridicule 
it as the fiction of enthusiastic minds; neverthe­
less, God has authoritatively declared in his 
Word, the truths of which neither the young nor 
old—the rich nor the poor, may cancel at their 
own pleasure; that on the reception of every 
trust, of money, of time, or talents, then is there 
imposed on the recipient, a solemn obligation, 
which cannot, but at the peril of the individual, 
be neglected!
1 once beard a pious, sensible, and wise mother, 
reprove her young daughter, for seconding her 
petition to purchase some desired article, by 
saying, “ Oh mother! it is only a shilling.” 1 
felt, at the moment, disposed to consider her 
maternal anxiety a little premature. Subsequent 
experience, has however, convinced me, that she 
was truly wise, in endeavoring to nip in the bud, 
this false mode of reasoning, so common to young 
and ardent minds. I have seen, that almost uni­
formly, those who in childhood, were allowed to 
purchase the various pretty articles, which their 
juvenile tastes craved, because they cost “only a 
shilling,” were most generally, in after life, found 
willing to sanction their desires for unnecessary 
and often, injurious indulgences of a more ex­
pensive kind, by the apology, “it is only a dollar.”
A young acquaintance will furnish me a case 
in point. Her indulgent parents had from 
infancy, allowed their daughter to gratify her \ 
almost every whim. True, she did not at any one 
time, ask for large sums to disburse on herself, 
hut she would be perpetually allowed $5 or $10 
to spend at her own pleasure. She would have 
been afraid perhaps, that she was guilty of a little 
extravagance, if she had spent at once, either of 
these sums on any one indulgence, but in the 
course of a few days, I would find her purse 
emptied, and articles gained as equivalents for 
the money, which were half the time, almost 
wholly useless, and seldom served for more than 
a momentary’gralification—and yet the plea which 
she had always ready to sustain her was, “oh! 
this only cost a dollar”—‘that only fifty cents’’— 
as if responsibility was limited to trusts of large 
sums, and not extended to smaller ones, whose 
aggregate would when well applied, have told 
strongly on the happiness, temporal and spiritual, 
of many. Let me then, at the risk of being 
thought to act the part of a rigid mentor, affec­
tionately caution my young female readers, es­
pecially such as may reside in cities, against 
allowing themselves to be tempted to acts of 
unnecessary expenditure, particularly’ for articles 
of personal decoration, from the fact that the 
several items they are solicited to purchase, may 
cost only one dollar, or only five dollars. One 
solitary dollar has, believe me, done much already 
when well bestowed, in ameliorating the tem­
poral or spiritual evils of man. Look at the 
subscription lists of many religious and benevo­
lent female socities, whose aggregate receipts are 
mightily influential in promoting the best in­
terests of society; and yet the mass of the sub­
scribers, rarely average annual contributions, ex­
ceeding in amount those sums, which others of 
their sex, consider themselves fully justifiable in 
squandering in trifles or unnecessary indulgences, 
because they cost only a dollar. One dollar well 
applied may do much. Let me cite an example,
THE WORTH OF A DOLLAR.
Some years since, a highly intelligent and pious 
gentleman, with whom my family were on terms of 
intimacy, related the following circumstances to 
me, as a proof of what results might flow, from the 
proper expenditure of a single dollar. He stated the 
’facts, as given to him by a leading clerical friend, 
who was deputed to preach sermons of appeal, in 
behalf of one of the leading religious societies of the 
present day; I believe, if not mistaken, the Ameri­
can Board of Missions.
Dr. R-------- , was in Virginia, at the time refer­
red to, and had preached several times in various of 
her cities, with little apparent success. One night 
he returned home, after having made a stirring ap­
peal to the sympathies of his audience, greatly dis­
couraged, for notwithstanding all the earnestness 
with which he had pleaded in the cause of his Mas­
ter, but few had been found willing to cast in their 
silver and gold to the treasury of the Lord.
On the following morning he received an early 
visit. It was from a poor woman, who informed 
him that she was widowed, and the mother of several 
children, for whose support, she was compelled daily 
to labor at the washing-tub. She made this avowal, 
not in a spirit of complaint, but as an apology, for 
her being unable to bring him more than one dollar, 
to aid the good cause, for which be was pleading.—
Dr.’R_____ declined at first, receiving the widow’s
mile, the proceeds of two days of hard labor; but 
she would not be denied—and her offering of faith 
and love was cast into the sacred treasury, and with 
a cheerful heart she departed.
The recipient of her precious alms, felt warmed 
in spirit, by this incident, and went with renewed 
ardour to his work. He preached again on thesame 
evening, and to sustain his appeal, cited the widow r 
case, without mentioning her name. The effect on 
his audience was most powerful—the donations were 
poured into the box with unwonted alacrity—after 
service was -over, several gentlemen came to Dr. 
R------- and desired to pledge their names for sub­
scriptions—some of $100, some of $50, others of 
$10, and $5. “We came,’’ said they “determined 
not to give much, but we cannot withstand tke effect 
produced by the widow's dollar. Altogether, Dr.
—— found that the one dollar had been instru­
mental in bringing in near a thousand more to the 
society, to which it had been given. Finding the 
simple recital of this fact, to have proved so effectual
an aid to him, ir his work in Virginia, Dr. R-----
subsequently repeated it to audiences collected at 
Philadelphia and New York. In every instance, it 
served to stimulate the wealthy, as it had done in 
the South, and before his tour of duty was completed, 
the widow s dollar had gained not tens of dollars, 
only, but hundreds and thousands! What a lesson 
io all who have money to bestow, on the worth of a 
dollar. m . C.
EARTH S CHILDREN CLEAVE TO EARTH.
BY. W. C. BRYANT.
Earth's children cleave to earth—her frail, 
Decaying children dread decay,
Yon wreath of mist that leaves the vale,
And lessens in the morning ray,
Look how by mountain rivulet 
It lingers as it upward creeps,
And clings to fern and copsewoodset 
Along the green and dewy steeps:
Clings to the fragrant kalmia, clings 
-To precipices fringed with grass—
Dark maples, where the wood thrush sings, 
And bowers of fragrant sassafras.
Yet all in vain—it passes still
From hold to hold, it cannot stay,
And in the very beams that fill
The world with glory, wastes away;
’Till parting from the mountain's brow,
It vanishes from human eye,
And that which sprung of earth is now 
A portion of the glorious sky.
TO A STAR.
BY LUCRETIA M. DAVIDSON, WRITTEN IN IIER 15tH 
YEAR.
Thou brightly glittering star of even,
Thou gern upon the brow of heaven!
Oh! were this fluttering spirit free,
How quick ’twould spreadits wings to thee!
IIow calmly, brightly, dost thou shine,
Like the pure lamp in virtue’s shrine!
Sure the fair world which thou may’st boast, 
Was never ransomed, never lost!
There, beings pure as heaven’s own air, 
Their hopes, their joys, together share;
While hovering angels touch the string,
And Seraphs spread the sheltering wing.
There, cloudless days, and brilliant nights, 
Illumed hv heaven’s refulgent lights;
There, seasons, years, unnoticed roll,
And unregretted by the soul.
Thou little sparkling star of even,
Thou gem upon an azure heaven 1 
IIow swiftly will 1 soar to thee,
When this imprisoned soul is freel
pleasant conversation. In seasons of protracted 
endurance, when some anticipated oasis of im­
measurable good or evil comes not at the expect­
ed moment, and every fresh disappointment only 
adds to the feverish restfulness, which no human 
constitution is strong enough to sustain unharmed; 
what amusement could be devised for such a 
time, at all comparable to interesting and judi­
cious conversation, gently touching upon the ex­
citing theme, and then leading off’, by some of 
those innumerable channels, which woman’s in­
genuity is so quick to discover, and so apt to 
make use of, for purposes of generosity and kind­
ness?
There are fireside scenes, too, of frequent and 
familiar occurrence, in which this feminine 
faculty may be rendered more serviceable than 
all other accomplishments—scenes that derive no 
sadness from acute or lively suffering, tW are yet 
characterized by an inexpressible kind of melan- 
ancholy, arising from the moodiness of man, or 
the perverseness of woman, or, perhaps from a 
combination of domestic disagreeables, attaching 
to every member of the family, and forming, over 
the better feelings, a sort of incrustation, that 
must be dissolved or broken through, before any 
thing like cheerfulness can shine forth.
There is perhaps, more real sadness arising 
from causes like this, than from the more definite 
misfortunes with which we are visited; and not 
sadness only, but a kind of resentment bordering 
on secret malignity, as if each member of the 
family had poisoned the happiness of the others; 
and looks are directed askance, books are opened, 
and their leaves are methodically folded over; and 
yet the long dull evening will not wear away.
How like a ministering angel then is the 
woman, who, looking off from her work, directs 
her conversation to that member of the family 
who appears most accessible, and having gained 
his attention, gives the subject such a turn, as to 
draw the attention of another, and perhaps a 
third, until all, at last, without being aware of it, 
have joined in conversing on the same topic, and 
the close of the evening finds them mutually 
agreeable to each other. On such occasions, *tt 
is by no means an insignificant attainment to be 
able to awaken a laugh; for if two or three can 
be brought to laugh together, the incrustation is 
effectually broken, and they will be good friends 
without farther effort.— Women of England, by 
Mrs. S. S. Ellis.
IS THIS PRAYER?
A TALE FROM REAL LIFE.
About four months since, I was accosted by a
About twenty years ago a little boy was put to 
bed at dark, by his sister. He kneeled down before 
a chair to say his prayers. A young lady, a visit­
er, was present, and she listened while he repeated 
them. He knew that, she was observing him, and 
so he said them in a very careful manner, with his 
eyes raised to heaven and his hands clasped. “ IIow 
sweetly he prays!” whispered the lady. This was 
all she satU; but be beard It, and bis heart was 
filled with gratified pride. He had scarcely thought 
of God in his prayers; yet lie went to bed glad and 
happy—not because he felt that he had pleased God, 
but because be himself had been praised! Was this 
prayer? I will tell you what he d id afterwards, and 
then you can judge.
One day he made a kite, but it would not fly. but 
turned round and round. After trying a while to 
make it rise in the air, he became angry, and dash­
ed the kite to the ground, and stamped upon it with 
his feet. No one was near, and he cursed the kite 
—not loud, but softly, lest somebody should hear 
him I lie did it with the same tongue which the 
young lady said, had “prayed so sweetly!” He 
forgot God when he cursed, as well as when he said 
his prayers. Had he prayed?
A few years passed away. He was now eight 
years old, and he often felt much troubled when he 
thought of his sins. There were no simple, instruc­
tive boohs published at that time, to teach young 
children the way to be saved. He knew that he 
ought to pray; but he did not rightly understand 
how Jesus Christ was Saviour. It is true that he 
had often heard the minister and his mother speak 
of Him, but no one explained to him, in a manner 
that he could understand, that he should love and 
trust the Saviour just as he would confide in his 
father. To quiet his conscience when it was un­
easy, he resolved to say three prayers secretly every 
day. Thit plan he followed for a time: he then 
grew careless, and forgot to pray, until something 
alarmed him, when he began again; and to make up 
for lost time, he counted up the days in which he 
had forgotten his devotions, and remained on his 
knees until he had repeated three prayers for each 
neglected day. But it was very tiresome to stay 
so long on his knees: and he therefore hastened over H 
them as rapidly os his tongue could move, little 
feeling that something more was needed than the 
mere repeating of words. Was this prayer?
Many more years passed away, and he became a 
man. H is father and mother died, and many of his 
friends besides. There were a very few left in the 
world to love him; and he wandered away to anoth­
er city. He was sad and lonely; he felt that every 
thing worldly was vain and unsatisfying. lie had 
no true happiness here, and he had no hope in look­
ing to the life to come. He knew that God was not 
his friend; God could not be pleased with sinners, 
and he felt that he was a sinner. One Sabbath he 
went into a church, and there heard of Christ in 
such a way as he had never before heard. Over­
come with sorrow, he went to his bed-room, and 
in the agony ofhis soul he threw himself upon the 
floor, and asked the Lord to have mercy on him.—
He felt that he could not cast himself down low 
enough before his Maker. He repented that he had 
sinned so long and so much against the good an(i 
holy God, a?d resolved, by the help ofthc gracious 
Spirit, to do so no more. He became a Christian, 
and then experienced that one moment’s enjoy­
ment of the love and favor of the Lord was worth 
ten thousand worlds. This was prayer.
Youtk’s Friend.
HAPPINESS DIFFUSABLE BY WELL DI­
RECTED FEMALE CONVERSATION.
The chamber of sickness is not the only situa. 
tion in which the power of conversing easily and 
appropriately, is of inestimable value. There 
are other cases of trial, of suffering, and of anxious 
solicitude, in which the mind would prey upon 
itself, even to the injury of the bodily frame, if 
not diverted from its object, and beguiled by
weather-beaten tar, whose appearance showed 
that he had weathered many a storm, but whose 
blackened eye, and trembling limbs, proved that 
the perils of land hud been more disastrous than 
the dangers of the deep. He had for years while 
on shore, been the victim of the rum-selling land­
lords, and the prey of those harpies that infest 
thcli oinks or iniquity, lie approached with a 
dejected look, and spoke as follows:—
“ I hope you will excuse me sir, but I am in a 
very bad state as you perceive. I have suffered 
dreadfully for a long time from drinking, and al­
though I don’t care much about it myself, I can’t 
help it, when 1 am where it is, and my shipmates 
are urging me to drink.’’
“You had better make up your mind to leave 
off at once,” I said.
“That is what 1 want to do, sir; and if you will 
put my name on the Temperance Book, I would 
thank you.’’
“ 1 will gladly do it,” said I; “and if you will 
come up to-night, I will go with you to the Tem­
perance Meeting.’’
“ I tvill, sir—I will.”
A little before the time named, he presented 
himself, with his nerves somewhat steadier, but 
still a pitiable looking object of intemperance.— 
“Well,” said I you are true to your time;” and 
off to the meeting we went--and as soon as the 
invitation to sign the pledge was given, up he 
stepped, and down went his name.
After the meeting, I gave him a caution to 
stand fast, and we parted. The next morning, 
my new convert made his appearance, and with 
a sorrowful look, said, << I can’t stop where I am, 
sir; if I do, I shall break my pledge. My land­
lord and shipmates are trying all they can to get 
me to drink. I can’t stand it, sir.—I can’t stand
IMPORTANT TO CHURCHMEN.
The Church Choir.
ISAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish­er, Columbus, has published the Church Choir, a collection of Sacred Music : comprising a great va­
riety of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, Anthems and 
Chants, arranged for the Organ or Piano-Forte, and 
adapted more particularly to the Worship of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States.
By Joseph Muenschuer, Professor of Biblical Liter­
ature in the Theological Seminary of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church, Gambier, Ohio. In two parts.
Part 1, contains the Rudiments of Vocal Music— 
Psalm and Hymn Tunes, etc. elc.
Part 2, contains Anthems, Sentences, Chains, etc. 
etc.
Both parts bound in one volume, Price, $1 25.—
Each part may also be had by itself. Part 1, by it­
self, Price, $l", Part 2, by itself, Price 624 cts.
In the preparation of this collection of Sacred Mu­
sic, it has been the aim of the editor to furnish 
Churches with as great a variety of Tunes, compo­
sed in different styles, and adapted to the various oc­
casions of public worship, as the limits of the work 
would permit. The collection, it is believed, will 
be found sufficiently copious for all the ordinary 
purposes of public and social worship. The An­
thems and Set Pieces have been selected, as will be 
seen on inspection, with special reference to the Fes­
tivals and Fasts of the Episcopal Church. Instead 
of a figured bass, the music has all been carefully 
arranged for the Organ or Piano-Forte, from the 
conviction that many performers on those instru­
ments have not had the opportunity to perfect them­
selves sufficiently in the science of music, to play 
the harmony with facility, even of plain psalmody, 
from figures.
It will be seen that the pages of the work are en­
riched with a variety of original compositions, pre­
pared expressly for this collection, and also with pie­
ces from various English authors, not usually to be 
met wsth in this country.
The Ch..rch Choir, for the short time it lias been 
published, has been very favorably received by Pro 
lessors and friends of sacred music. The following 
are selections from among numerous notices of it 
“To those who are in want of a new book, we 
can recommend the Cuurcu Choir, very handsome, 
ly got up,—and well stored with classic church 
tunes in their proper identity. It is compiled by 
Professor Muenscher, of the Gambier Seminary, O- 
hio, whose musical talents and taste are not entire­
ly unknown among us. We consider it a recoin 
mendalion of the book, that it is mostly made up of 
tunes that are no strangers in our churches—tunes 
appropriate to our services, and selected with some 
view to particular Psalms and Hymns of our books. 
We hope by the introduction of such collections as 
this, we shall preserve our own good and truly sa- 
cred music.”—Christian Witness, Boston.
An able writer in the same valuable paper, on the 
importance of selecting suitable church music, says 
“One of the newest collections we have, ‘The 
Church Choir,’ by Rev. Mr. Muenscher, is one of 
the best, so far as J have examined, for the use of 
the Episcopal Church, and any choir which has a 
selection to make, would do well to take this collec­
tion.”
“ We are glad to see that the author of the 
‘ Church Choir,’ has adapted it to the wants of our 
church, by giving a much larger share of music a- 
dapted to our service, than it is usual to find in 
books of this kind. In another respect we believe 
this work to be preferred to many of the most popu­
lar collections of music ; the words set to the music 
have not been socinianized. In one other respect, 
too, the arrangement of this will be considered by 
some, ns being an advantage over most other collec­
tions of church music; the several parts intended 
for the Organ and Piano, are written on the staff, as 
is customary in music for the Piano. It has not, 
therefore, any figured bass.”—Chronicle of theCUurch, 
New Haven, Conn.
A distinguished Professor of music remarks, that 
“alter a careful examination of the ‘Church 
Choir,’ 1 most unhesitatingly pronounce it the best 
collection of music for the Psalms and Hymns of the 
P. E. Church, which has ever fallen under my obser­
vation. 1 am particularly gratified to find in the 
First Part so many favorite airs retaining their o- 
riginal composition, with the additional harmony so 
eminently characteristic in the work.
“The Chants and Anthems of Part Second are 
unrivalled in their arrangement and complete melo­
dy ; and I am happy to say that 1 have daily risen 
from either its private or public rehearsal, with no 
ordinary satisfaction, that a work so greatly needed 
in the church, has at length been supplied.”
“ This (‘The Church Choir’) is a neatly printed 
volume of church music of over four hundred pages, 
published by our enterprising citizen, Mr. Isaac. N. 
Whiting. From a hasty examination of the work, 
we should judge it would be a valuable acquisition to 
a musical library. We say acquisition, because we 
do not believe one book sufficient for any scientific 
choir. It contains, besides’ n large number of old 
standard tunes, which have been sung in the church 
ever since the days of Luther—a great variety of 
beautiful pieces by some of the most eminent compo­
sers of the present day. There are some 134 pages 
devoted to Anthems, Sentences and Chants, select 
ed with special reference to the Episcopal service ; 
among which we notice some of great merit; which, 
to a choir of the church, would be more than the 
price of the book. We would say to our musical 
friends, examine it.”—Cross and Journal, Columbus.
The Church Choir is lor sale at M. C. Young- 
glove’s bookstore, Cleveland : O. B. Bebee’s store, 
Cuyahoga Falls; Meyers Miller's store Gambier; 
Levi Brooks’ store, Mt. Vernon; Samuel Wells' 
bookstore, Newark ; A. P. Prichard's store, Gran­
ville : J. G. Doddridge's store, Circleville; the Rev. 
Mr. Burr's, Portsmouth : the Bev. Mr. Allen's, 
Dayton; the Rev. Mr. Guion’s, Piqua; Ed. Lucas 
& Co.’s bookstore, Cincinnati ; Alexander Ingrain, 
Jr.’s store, Pittsburch ; and also to be had of the 
Rev. Dr. Weller, Natches, Miss., Porter & Ide, 
Warren, O., and Morton and Griswold, Louisville, 
Kentucky.
Oct. 1(1, 1841.
“Well,” said I, you must leave. How long 
have you been in the house—what is the amount 
of your bill?’’ He replied—
“ I have only been there for two or three days, 
but my bill for grog is rather heavy.”
I paid the amount of his bill, which was nearly 
nine dollars, and had his dunnage taken to the 
Sailor’s Home, where he stopped about a week, 
kept his pledge, got thoroughly sober, and obtain­
ed a voyage up the Straits, and for once in his 
life, rendered himself on board, a sober seaman, 
in possession of his senses, and knowing what 
port he was bound for.
Three months slipped round, and brought back 
my honest tar. He met me with a look of grati­
tude, and gave inc such a grip, that made my fin. 
gers fairly ache.
“ Well,1’ said I, “have you kept your pledge?”
"Oh yes,sir, and mean to keep it.”
He returned to the Sailor’s Home—was paid 
off—rigged himself out in a new suit of clothes— 
paid the little debt he owed, and in a few days 
was shipped again.
As he was going on board, I saw him.
« Look here, sir,” said he, shaking in his hand 
seven or eight dollars in silver. «< I have been 
sailing out of this port, fifteen years ; and, 
for the first time, lam going to sea with all I 
want, and money in my pocket! If I bad been 
where rum was, I should not have had a cent, or 
bit of tobacco. Good bye, sir—good bye. God 
bless you. There is nothing like temperance 
after all.”— Sailors Magazine.
PUBLISHED, AND FOB SALE BY THE
General Droxeatanl Episcopal Sunday School 
V nion.
Depository, No. 28 Ann Street, New York.
BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION.
Union Primer, per hundred,
Prot Epis S S Books, No. 1, per hundred, 
do do do 2, dodo — JOdo do do 3,
do do do 4,
Questions on the S S Books, 
First Truths,
do
do
do
do
* 4 00
1 75
2 00
2 75
5 50
6 50
3 00 
1 75
L-. E. BREWSTER,
STOCK AND EXCHANGE 
X33 i-SJ.
CINCINNATI.
Kitchen Furniture-
A GENERAL assortment ol Kitchen Furniture, Groceries, Queensware, Glassware, Waiter/ Tea-Trays, &3. For sale by
May 8. D. K. CADY.
Catechism No. 1, (Scripture Catechism,)
Catechism No. 2, (Catechism broken into short 
questions and answers.) do 3 00
Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Bish 
Hobart,) stiff covers, do 12 °0
Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do 
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi 
ble, do
Church Catechism, do
Manual of Short Prayers for Children,
Duly to God, do
Church Primer, do
Sunday-school office of devotion; do 
Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns,
Harmony of the Creeds, do
Questions on the Book of Common Prayer,
Collects from the Prayer Book, do 
Questions on the. Collects, do 
Catechism on the Collects, do 
Epistles and Gospels from the Prayer Book, 
Questions on the Epistles and Gospels, 2 parts 11 00 
Bible Companion, 2 vols., do 60 00
Quest, on St. Matthew, part 1, etifi'covers, 12 50
6 00
4 00
1 50
2 75 
50
1 75
3 00 
8 00 
3 00 
3 00 
3 0O
11 00 
36 00 
10 00
Firtorinl Illustrations of the Bible,
AND VIEWS IN THE HOLY LAND.
<1 ’HE undersigned has received a lot from the pub-I lisher—New-York, and would respectfully in­
vite the public and the Christian eommunitv ttp*. 
cially to call and examine it at his Periodical A genev 
Office, Third street, 3 doors West of Walnut, where 
he has it for sale. They are highly recommended 
by the most distinguished clergymen in the East, u 
worthy the particular attention of the public.
May 8. C. TO BEY, Agent.
do do 2, do 12 50
do do 3. do 12 50
do The Acts, 1, do 12 50
do do 2, do 12 50
do do 3, do 8 00
A discount of 25 per cent, from the above prices 
is allowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the Union. 
1.1 a II a it Y BOOKS.
The Pfotestant Episcopal Sunday School Library 
63 vols. 18ino.—nett price 20 cents each.
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32nio.—nett price 
15 cents each.
Address all ordersJor Books, and all remittance, to 
John W. Mitchell, Treasurer, or
Damkl Dana, Jr., Agent.
Union Depository, 28 Annsl
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore 
of ISAAC N. WHITING,
Columbus
IT. I*. JAMES,
Publisher and Bookseller, No. 26, Pearl Street, 
Cincinnati.
LATE ANU VALUABLE WORKS. 
CHRONICLES OF THE PILGRIM FATHERS 
Of the Colony of Plymouth, from 1602 to 1625.— 
Now first collected from original records and con­
temporaneous printed documents, and illustrated 
with notes. By Alexander Young. 1 vol. octavo.
STONE’S LIFE OF RED JACKET.
The Life and Times of Red-Jacket, or Sa-go-ve-
wot-ha ; being the Sequel to the History of the Six 
Nations. By' William L. Stone. I vol. octavo.
ESPY’S PHILOSOPHY OF STORMS.
The Philosophy of Storms. By James P. Espy,
A. M. 1 vol. octavo.
DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA.
By Alexis De Tocyueville. Fourth edition, revi­
sed and corrected, from the eighth Paris edition. In 
2 vols. octavo.
PLAIN SERMONS,
By contributors to “Tracts for the Times.” In 2 
vols. duodecimo.
MALCOM’S TRAVELS.
Travels in South-Eastern Asia, embracing Hindu­
stan, Malegu, Siam, and China ; with notices of 
numerous Missionary Stations, and a full account of 
the Burman Empire ; with Dissertations, Tables, 
&c. By Howard Malcom. In 2 vols. duodecimo. 
Sixth edition.
LECTURES ON THE HISTORY OF LITERA­
TURE,
Ancient and Modern. From the German of Frede­
rick Schlegel. I vol. Duidecimo.
THE PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY ;
In a course ol Lectures, by Frederic Von Schlegel. 
With a Memoir of the Author, by James Burton 
Robinson, Esq. 1 vol. duodecimo.
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF SOCIETY 
In the Barbarous and Civilized State : an essay to­
wards discovering the origin and course of human 
improvement. By W. Cooke Taylor, Esq-, LL. D. 
M. R. A. S. of Trinity College, Dublin. In 2 vols. 
duodecimo.
DEMOCRACY IN FRANCE.
The Progress of Democracy illustrated in the His­
tory of Gaul and France. By Alexander Dumas.— 
Translated by an American. 1 vol. duodecimo.
STEPHENS’ TRAVELS 
In Central America, Chiapos, and Yucatan. In 2 
vols. octavo.
For Sale as above, (No. 26, Pearl Street.)
IVES & SHAW,
MERCHANTS AND TAILORS, 
No. II, West Third Street.
Indiana Scrip.
\ XTANTED by
U I. M. BISSELL.
West Third Street.
3U0 (S&ASSIga
DEMIST.
Office—-north side of Fourth St., west of Main.
N. B. All operations are Warranted, and nocharge
will be made for any operation that can be excelled 
in any respect by any Dentist in the United Stales.
November 6, 1841.
Rev. 1. Covert's Balm of I.ife.
NEW and valuable remedy for the cure ol 
Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup H'huoping 
Cough, and incipient diseases of the Lungs and 
Windpipe. Extensively used and recommended by 
the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been free 
ly made known.
1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. Y
The proprietor is now receiving, almost daily 
testimonials of the highest respectability in tavor of 
bis medicine, from physicians, clergymen, and oth 
ers, who have become acquainted with its nature and 
etlect,—among which are the following:
[From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26, 1840.
The following is an extract from an article in that 
paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus oncionatoruiu,* or 
Bronchitis, by Frank 11. Hamilton, Professor of 
Materia Medica and General Puthology in Genev 
Medical College:
‘The Rev. I. Covert’s mixture, also now used 
so extensively for this affection by clergymen 
belongs to the same class of stimulating expcctor 
ants, being one of those lucky combinations of me 
dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration 
docs not impair the tone of the stomach. Ol this 
medicine we feel at liberty to speak, since its com 
position is not held from the Profession, and w 
hope the proprietors will soon see tit to give it to 
the public. We, therefore, venture to recommend 
t, having employed it in our own case, and in the 
cases of many others with decided benefit.’
To all whom it may concern: This may certify 
that 1 have examined the Rev. I. Covert’s ingre 
dients, compounded under the name of the Balm ol 
Life: and believe said compound is happily calcula 
ted to relieve persons of ail ages and sexes afflicted 
with acute and chronic diseases of the lungs an 
windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathing 
and pains in different parts of the chest, if adminis 
tered under suitable circumstances and in uppropr 
ate doses. JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
Physician and Surgeon.
Auburn, August 31,1838.
This certifies that having examined the Rev. I 
Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component parts, 
we do believe it to be one ol the best compounds 
for coughs, chronic inflammations, etc., of which 
we have any knowledge, and do most cordially re­
commend its use to all afflicted with the above 
named diseases.
J. W. DANIELS, M. D., ) „ ,.
W. J. LOV EJOY, M. D., \ bal,na- 
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondaga. 
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwiusville.
A
FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS. •
A LITURGY; on Manual of Sunday Sihoool Devotion and Instrbcth»x. Adapted to Ca- pacities of Children. By Rev. Henry Blackalier, 
rector of Trinity Church, Bridgewater, hi ass.
< ONTKNTS.
Nature and Attributes of God.—The omnipresence 
of God; the omniscience of God; the omnipotence 
of God: the justice of God: the holiness of God: 
the truth of God: the wisdom of God: the goodness 
of God: the mercy of God.
Works of God.—Creation: providence: redemp­
tion.
Institutions of God.—The church; the sanctuary: 
the scriptures; the Lord’s day: the ministry; bap­
tism; confirmation; Lord’s supper.
Doctrines, Privileges, and Duties of the Christian- 
—Commandments: fall of man; repentance; faith, 
love; prayer; praise; hope; joy.
Christ.—Our prophet; our high priest; our king; 
our example.
Dispensation oj God.—Affliction; death; judgment; 
eternity; heaven; hell.
Pasts and Festivals of the Church.—Christmai: 
Good Friday.-Easter Day; Ascension Day, Whitsun 
day; Godhead, or Trinity Sunday.
Occasional Subjects.—End of the year; new year: 
death of a teacher, death of a scholar; Sunday 
schools; missions; duty to rulers; duty to parents: 
collects.
EXPLANATION OF CONTENTS.
It has been the author’s aim to give a consecutive 
view of the doctrines, duties, privileges, and institu­
tions of Christianity, and ol those of our church in 
particular. To such a scheme, the improvement ol 
each Sabbath in the year was fuvoruble. His aim 
has been to stale what lie conceives to be the obvi 
ous sense of Scripture,while he has endeavored, in 
consideration of their design and use, to give them 
all the interest he could by making them simple but 
not puerile; illustrative, but not low.
The limit assigned in each exhortation, as will be 
perceived, admitted of little more than a simple ex 
position, illustration and improvement of the sub- 
ject,—a plan, disadvantageous in some respects, yet 
favorable, as he conceives, to the incipient dcvelope- 
ments of the mind, by clearing the view of ul! ex- 
truneous mutter, that especially which is purely 
speculative. The canticles take a peculiar form 
from the wish to commit the heart of the child to 
expressions before God, which, under the divine 
Spirit, might serve to impress more vividly, and sc 
cure more lastingly in the mind, the truth on each 
Sabbath declared. He has not restricted himself to 
the language of David, for want of matter sufficient­
ly pertinent to his design, but he conceives that the 
use of the ‘Te deum, and the ‘Benedicite, in the 
church services, supports him in the latitude lie lias 
taken in their construction.
In muking the canticle and subsequent prayer 
mutually refer to the truth stated in the exhortation 
he designs that the ussociulion in the child’s mind 
shall be, if pos ible, sufficiently striking to leave a 
comparatively clear conception of what it has been 
tau glit.
1 i the prayers the author has desired to make use 
of the language of the Book of Common prayer, 
where he possibly could; wherein be has failed, he 
has aimed at some humble imitation. Besides the 
appropriate use of the book, it is respectfully sug­
gested to parents whether it might not be used us 
a Sabbath evening exercise with their children to 
some profit; especially on those Sabbaths when the 
children have been prevented by the weather, or any 
other cause from attending school.
The above excellent work or Sunday Schools may 
be had at the Bookstore of ISAAC N. WHITING, 
Columbus, at $2, 75 per dozon or 314 cents each.
The nature of the composition of the Rev. 1. Cov­
ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explained to 
the following medical gentlemen, they have consen­
ted that they may be referred to as authority for its 
utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases of 
pulmonary disease in which that class of remedies 
is indicated.
D. M. Rf.esf., M. D, Professor of Theory and 
Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical Col 
lege.
J. M’Naughton, M. D., Professor of Anatomy 
and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College.
Mahk Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
Doct. M. McKnight, New York city.
J. It. Mitchell, M. I)., Philadelphia.
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M. D., 
Albany.
From the Rev. D. More.—In 1825 my lungs be­
came seriously diseased, and continued so for nearly 
fourteen years; and about six years since I was at­
tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasioned 
me much pain and distress, attended by difficult 
breathing and pains in various parts of the chest. 
In March last I purchased a bottle of Rev. I. Co­
vert’s Balm of Life, and the effect has been, that my 
breathing is about as before I was taken, my chron­
ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, and 
the pains of the chest have subsided. I have great 
confidence in the Balm of Life, and think it a good 
and safe medicine.
DAVID MORE.
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
From the Rev. H. Bannister, A. B., Teacher of 
Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—This cer­
tifies that I have successfully used the Rev. I. Co 
vert's Balm of Life, in the case of an obstinate 
cold which resulted in a stilled inflammation of the 
lungs, the Balm of Life, after the trial of several 
other medicines for several weeks, effected a grad­
ual but permanent cure.
II. BANNISTER.
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
The following from the Rev. L. Halsey, D. D., 
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc., in the Au­
burn Theological Seminary, has just been recei­
ved:
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In referrence to 
your medicine, I deem it my duty to state, that for 
a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic bron 
chilis and its usual accoinpavanimenls; and 1 was 
induced to try your preparation, on the assurance 
from medical men that it contained no hazardous 
ingredients. The result has been the allaying 
febrile irritations and gradual restoration of healthy 
functions to the throat, so that I am enabled to re­
turn to the labors of the desk. I think the medi­
cine entitled to the attention of all persons similarly
fleeted.
Yours truly, LUTHER II ALSEY.
Auburn Theo. Seminary, March 9, 1840.
[D’Price £1 per bottle.
For sale in Cincinnati (wholesale and retail) by 
B. F. SANFORD.
at the proprietors' ‘Western office’ on Fourth Street 
between Main and Sycamore.
Sold also in Columbus, by Isaac N. Whiting. 
Zanesville, by A. Lippitt. 
Steubenville, by Ja’s Turnbull. 
Cleveland, by Sanford and Co.
Boarding nad Day Mckool for Young I.ndin
C'OMJUCTLD BY MRS. GOUC'll,
Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati.
'HE course of instruction pursued in this esta- 
Ji blishment includes all the most important and 
useful branches of female education, comprising the 
following studies: The English and French lan­
guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Compos- 
ition, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philo­
sophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Belles 
Let! res, &c.
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with Landscape 
and Flower Painting.
Great attention is paid to the deportment, as well 
as to the moral and intellectual improvement of the 
Pupils.
Terms and further particulars may be known on 
personal application or by letter.
References—
Rt. Rev.. P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Gambier, 
Rev. C. Colton, D. D., ) .
Rev. H. V. D. Johns, $ <*«“»»«*
Sept. 8, 1840.
A Card.—Having been intimately acquainted with 
Mrs. Gooch for some time past, as an esteemed 
member of my church, and having had ample oppor­
tunities of observing her course as the bead of a 
Female Seminary, 1 can cordially recommend her 
school, as one of the best I have ever met with. 
Airs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in 
England and in this country in female education, 
and brings to her responsible profession, a largo 
share of experience, and sound and varied learning. 
Parents entrusting their daughters to hereaxe, may 
have every confidence that they will be faithfully 
taught, and kindly watched over, when disengaged 
from study. II. V. D. Johns,
Rector of St. Paul's Ch., Cincinnati.
Sept. 10, 1840.
Sperm Oil.
rece*ved a superior article of Bleached 
Winter Strained Oil, expressly forFamily use,
For sale by
D. K. CADY,
Corner of Walnut and Fifth sts.
„ I. I»I. ItIWSKI. I,,exchange broker,
West Third Street,
feb, 1841. Cincinnati, Ohio.
3outligntc’s Tour.
NARRATIVE of a Tour through Armenia, Kurdistan, Peisia and Mesopotamia, with an Introduction and Occasional Observations upon the 
Condition of Mohammedanism and Christianity in 
these Countries. By the Rev. Horatio Southgate. 
2. vols., roy. 12mo.
The work of which we have given the title in full, 
at the beginning of this paragraph, we esteem, after 
a careful perusal, the most valuable of all the histo­
ries of travel in the East with which the press has 
teemed for the last two or three years, in that it 
gives the only comprehensive and full account of 
Mahommedanism and oriental sects and institutions, 
as they really exist. We have had an abundance ot 
books of travel, full of interesting personal adven­
ture, and graphic discriptions of scenery and antiqui- 
tiesjbut before the present,no work so full in its e'po 
sition of the dominant religion of Asia, or of the 
condition of its various countries. Mr. Southgate 
performed his extensive tour under the direction ot 
the Foreign Committee of the Board of Missions of 
the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United 
States. Beside the information which the nature 
ofhis appointment lead us to expect in his pages rela­
tive to the peculiar institutions of the country and 
to the Christian churches which remain yet scater- 
ed over its surface, he has added much to our 
knowledge of oriental geography and statistics in 
particular and the work is illustrated by a number of 
maps and engravings, that add very much to its in­
terest and value.
The Flag Ship: or a voyage aionnd the World, 
in the United States Frigate Columbia; attended by 
her consort, the Sloop of War John Adams, and 
bearing the broad Pennant of Commodore George 
C. Read.' By Fitch W. Taylor, Chaplain to the 
Squadron. 2 vols., roy., 12mo. Illustrated with 
Engravings.
For sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING. 
Columbus, March 19, 1841. -
